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NOI'E 

The estimates of probable maximum precipitation presented herein 
have been superseded for some regions by the results of studies made 
since the first printing of Technical Paper No. 38 in 196o. Revised 
estimates have been published for California: ulnter:l.m Report, 
Probable Maximum Precipitation in California," Hydrometeorologica.l 
Report No. 36, October 1961. Estimates for the United States portion 
of the Columbia River Basin have been revised but not yet published. 
Plans call for publication under the title, "Probable Maximum 
Prec:f.pitation, Northwest States," Hydrometeorological Report No. 43, 
which probably will not be available until late 1966. 

Some of the maximum observed precipitation amounts reported in 
Chapters 2 and 4 of Technical Paper No. 38, have been exceeded since 
it was first issued. Since, in general, most of the information on 
precipitation contained herein is up to date, and much of it is not 
available elsewhere in published form, Tech.aical Paper No. 38 is 
being reprinted without change. 



Generalized Estimates of Probable Maximum Precipitation 

for the United States West of the 105th Meridian 

for Areas to 400 Square Miles and Durations to 24 Hours 

INTRODUCTION 

Assignment. Generalized estimates of prob
able maximum precipitation have been available 
for the United States east of the 105th meridian 
for several years. [1]. The need for similar data 
for the planning and design requirements of the 
Soil Conservation Service in the region west of the 
105th meridian led that agency to cooperate with 
the Weather Bureau in the preparation of like 
estimates for that area. This report presents 
generalized estimates of probable maximum pre
cipitation for areas -from a point to 400 square 
miles and for durations up to 24 hours. 

Scope. The engineer who will be using the 
generalized estimates of probable maximum pre
cipitation presented herein will naturally want to 
know what these values represent, how they were 
obtained, how they should be used, and how accu
rate they are. For these reasons, this report not 
only deals with the final results but goes into as 
much detail as appears necessary to provide the 
engineer with an adequate background for intelli
gent use of the results. 

Accuracy of results. The generalized estimates 
of probable maximum precipitation presented in 
this report are the· most accurate that can be de
rived on the basis of the available data and the 
current stage of meteorological know ledge, 
particularly concerning storm structure or mech
anism. Both these factors will increase and 
improve with time. It should not be astonishing, 
therefore, if future data and developments in the 
field of meteorology should indicate a need for 
revision of the estimates. 

Acknowledgments. The project was under the 
general supervision of W. T. Wilson, Chief of the 
Cooperative Studies Section of the Hydrologic 
Services Division, W. E. Hiatt, Chief. The p,roj
ect leader was J. F. Miller of the Cooperative 
Studies Section, who personally directed the stud
ies related to the meteorological phase of the 
project. The statistical phase was developed and 
the related work conducted by D. M. Hershfield, 
L. L. Weiss, and W. T. Wilson, all of Cooperative 
Studies Section. Conferees included Dr. C. S. 
Gilman, V. A. Myers, and J. T. Riedel, all of the 
Hydrometeorological Recti on; M. A. Kohler, 
Chief Research Hydrologist; J. L. H. Paulhus, 
Division Staff Hydrologist; A. L. Shands, 
Assistant Chief of Division; and R. D. Tarble, 
Radar Hydrologist. Coordination with the Soil 
Conservation Service was maintained through H. 
0. Ogrosky, Chief, Hydrology Branch, Engineer
ing Division. Collection and processing of da.ta 
were performed by R. L. Bi,rchfiel<l, S. L. Briggs, 
M. R. Caspar, D. J. Foat, N. S. Foat, R. L. Gotts
chalk, R. B. Holleman, E. C. I' Anson, A. E. Lar
kin, W. E. Miller, C. Mundt, C. E. N oboa, S. 
Otlin, C. L. Smith, G. W. Sohns, J. B. Tucker, 
and A. J. Weinstein. Typing was done by L. L. 
Nelson and N. S. Foat; drafting by N. Calub, 
V. Campbell, and C. W. Gardner. The final 
draft of the text was written by J. L. H. Paulhus 
and edited by Mrs. L. K. Rubin of the Hydro
meteorological Section. 
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Chapter 1 

THE PRECIPITATION PROCESS 

1.1 Steps in precipitation process 
1.1.1 Knowledge of the process of precipita

tion formation is required for a thorough under
standing of the definition and derivation of prob
able maximum precipitation (PMP) to be 
presented in subsequent chapters. The basic steps 
leading to precipitation are: (1) sufficient atmos
pheric moisture, (2) cooling of the air, (3) con
densation of water vapor into liquid or solid form, 
and ( 4) growth of condensation products to pre
cipitation size. 

1.2 Atmospheric moisture 
1.2.1 'Vater, in the form of vapor, is always 

present. in the atmosphere. For convenience the 
amount of water vapor is often given in terms of 
inches of precipitable wate-r (Wp), which is the 
depth of water that would be realized over a given 
area if all the water vapor in the ah column ahove 
that area were to be condensed and precipitated 
on that area without loss. There is, of course, no 
natural precipitation process that will completely 
remove all water vapor from the atmosphere. 
Measurements of W p, usually made by radiosonde, 
range from a small fraction of an inch to almost 
3 inches, depending on the geographical location, 
meteorological situation, and depth of air column. 
A partial listing of maximum observed W P values 
for several stations in the United States is con
tabled in Weather Bureau Technical Paper 
No. 10 [2]. 

1.2.2 Periods of no rain and clear skies are 
usually associated with relatively low values of 
W P· Cloudiness is usually observed at relatively 
high values of Wp. When rain is falling, Wp 
values are usually relatively high, but some of the 
highest amounts of Wv ever recorded were meas
ured when no rain was fa.lling. It follows, there
fore, that other factor§) must act to produce 
cloudiness and precipitation. 

1.2~3 It is perhaps unfortunate that the term 
moi8ture has been so carelessly used in 'hydrome
teorology. For some reason moisture is generally 
understood to refer to water vapor only. Most 
dictionaries, however, define moisture as applying 
to the liquid form. The terms "atmospheric mois
ture,~' "moisture content," "moisture charge," 
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"moisture supply," etc., as used in hydrometeoro
logical reports generally refer to water vapor only. 
They are so used in this report except where it is 
made clear that water in other forms than vapor 
is includtd. By definition W p, of course, refers 
only to 'vater vapor. Thus, water in the form of 
cloud droplets, raindrops, or ice crystals is not 
generally included in any evaluation of the above 
terms (never in W P) , although water in these 
forms is often present in the atmosphere in rela
tively large quantities ( ch. 2). 

1.3 Cooling of air 
1.3.1 As stated in paragraph 1.2.1, there is al

ways some water vapor, or WP, in the atmosphere. 
N atura.Ily, there is an upper limit to the amount 
of water vapor in a given mass or volume of air. 
This upper limit is a function of the air tempera
ture. For practical purposes, the air may be con
sidered to be saturated when it contains the maxi
mum amount of water vapor, or W p, for its tem
perature. Lowering the temperature of the air 
will reduce its capacity for water vapor. Conse
quently, air of a given temperature having less 
than the maximum amount of water vapor for that 
temperature (in other words, unsaturated air) can 
become saturated without the addition of moisture 
if it is cooled down to the temperature for which 
the actua1 amount of wa.ter vapor present would 
produce saturation. The temperature to which 
a.ir must be cooled, at constant pressure and con
stant water-vapor content, to effect saturation is 
called the de1opoint. Condensation (sec. 1.4) 
usually occurs at or near the saturation point. 

1.3.2 Air may be cooled by several processes, 
but adiabatic cooling by reduction of pressure 
through lifting is the only natural process by 
which large masses of air can be cooled rapidly 
enough to produce appreciable precipitation. The 
rate and amount of precipitation depend largely 
on the rate and amount of cooling and the rate of 
inflow of moisture into the precipitation-produc
ing mechanism to replace the va.por that is c.on
densed and precipitated. 

1.3.3 The lifting required for the rapid cool
ing of large air masses can be produced either by 
(1) horizontal convergence of the atmosphere, (2) 



frontal lifting, (3) orographic lifting, and/or 
( 4) atmospheric instability. More often than not, 
two or more of these processes are active in pro·· 
ducing the lifting associated with the heavier 
rainfall intensities and amounts. All four act 
simultaneously in some situations. 

1.3.4 Horizontal convergence, commonly re
ferred to simply as convergence, occurs when the 
pressure and wind fields act to concentrate inflow 
of air into a particular area, for example, a low
pressure area. If this convergence takes place in 
the lowest layers of the atmosphere, the tendency 
to pile up . forces the air upward, resulting in its 
cooling. 

1.3.5 Frontal lifting takes place when rela
tively warm air flowing towards a colder, hence 
denser, air mass is forced upward as the cold air 
acts as a wedge. Cold air overtaking warmer ~ir 
will produce the same result by "wedging" the lat
ter aloft. The surface of separation (strictly 
speaking, a transition zone) between the two diff
erent ·air masses is called a frontal surface. A 
frontal surface always slopes upward toward the 
colder air mass, and the intersection of the surface 
with the ground is called a front. A warm frontal 
surface (between advancing warm air and re
treating or stationary cold air) usually has s slope 
of 1:100 to 1:300. The cold frontal surface (be
tween advancing cold air and retreating warm 
air) has a steeper slope, usually 1:25 to 1:100. 
Consequently, the upward velocity component of 
air forced upward by frontal surfaces alone is 
usually relatively small, even under strong wind 
conditions. 

1.3.6 Orographic lifting occurs when air 
flowing toward an orographic barrier is forced to 
rise in order to pass over it. The slopes of oro
graphic barriers are often appreciably steeper than 
the steepest slopes of frontal surfaces. Conse
quently, other conditions being equal, air may be 
cooled much more rapidly by orographic lifting 
than by frontal lifting. 

1.3.7 Atmospheric in8tability may be defined, 
for the purposes of this report, as a state in which 
the vertical temperature and/or moisture distribu
tion is such that if a quantity of air is given an 
initial upward impulse, it will tend to continue 
rising because of having a lower density than the 
surrounding air-in other words, buoyancy, Un
saturated air rising in the atmosphere cools prac
tically adiabatically; that is, without heat being 
added or removed. The adiabatic lapse rate, or 

change of temperature with elevation, is about 5.4 
F. 0 per 1,000 ft. Rising saturated air behaves in 
a similar manner except that, because of the latent 
heat released ·by· condensation, it cools at a slower 
rate. For practical purposes, ascending saturated 
uir is com;idered to cool pseudoadiabatically; i.e., 
the water is precipitated immediately upon con
densation. The pseudoadiabatic lapse rate in
creases with elevation because the moisture 
content of saturated air (her..ce, am·Junt of latent 
heat of condensation released) decreases with ele
vation. It averages about 3.3 F. 0 per 1,000 ft. in 
the lower layers of the atmosphere and approxi
mates the dry-adiabatic lapse rate ( 5.4 F. 0 /1,000 
ft.) at high altitudes. A layer of unsaturated or 
saturated air with a vertical temperature gradient 
tending to exceed 'the dry-adiabatic or pseudo
adiabatic lapse rate, respectively, is thus unstable 
since the temperature of a lifted parcel of air is 
warmer than that of the surrounding air. 

1.3.8 Instability may also be realized in an 
unsaturated air mass having a lapse rate between 
the dry-adiabatic and the pseudoadiabatic. If, 
within this air mass, a parcel of air having a rela
tively high moisture content is lifted high enough, 
it cools dry-adiabatically to the condensation 
temperature at what is called the lifting conden
sation level. Above that lev~l the parcel cools at 
the 1nuch slower pseudoadiabatic rate. As the 
Ia pse rate of the air mass is greater than the 
pseudoadiabatic, there is a level, called the level of 
free convection, where the temperature of the 
lifted parcel is the sam.e as that of the surround
ing air. Above the level of free convection the as
cending parcel is warmer, hence lighter, than the 
surrounding air and continues to rise through 
buoyancy even if no other lifting forces exist. 

1.3.9 Instability may also result from the lift
ing of a layer of air having a relatively high vapor 
content at the bottom and being relati~rely dry at 
the top. When lifted, the lower part of the layer 
soon reaches the lifting condensation level, above 
which it cools at the pseudoadiabatic rate. The 
top part of the layer, being re~atively dry, cools 
at the more rapid dry-adiabatic rate. Continued 
lifting results in an increase of the vertical tem
perature gradient of the layer until the instability 
of the layer is realized. 

1.3.10 As discussed in paragraphs 1.3.7-1.3.9~ 
the instability of an air mass io rele3sed when the 
lapse rate is increased until it reaches critical 
values. The increase may originate from: ( 1) 
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lifting associated with horizontal convergence, (2) 
frontal lifting, (3) orographic lifting, (4) heating 
of the base of an air column, and/or (5) radia
tional nighttime cooling of cloud tops. The lifting 
processes were explained in paragraphs 1.3.3.-
1.3.6. The methods by which instability may be 
induced thermally are not difficult to understand. 
The heat supplied by the ground to the base of an 
air mass by conduction acts to produce. steep lapse 
rates in the daytime. The steepest lapse rates from 
this source usually occur in the afternoon when the 
ground is warmest. The high incidence of after
noon thundershowers is an indication of the 
effectiveness of this source of instability. Night
time thundershowers, on the other hand, often 
result from. the steepening of the lapse rate in 
clouds by radiational cooling of the cloud tops 
while the bases are still receiving heat radiated 
from the ground. 

1.4 Condensati.on of water vapor into liquid 
or solid form 

1.4.1 One of the most important steps in the 
production of precipitation is the condensation 
process by which the water vapor in the atmos
phere is converted into liquid droplets or, at low 
temperatures, into ice crystals. The results of the 
process are often, but not always, visible in the 
form of clouds, which are nothing more than air
borne liquid water droplets or ice crystals, or a 
mixture of the two. In the United States the 
heavier intensities of rainfall have their origin in 
clouds composed of both water .drops and ice 
crystals (par. 1.5.3). 

1.4.2 Saturation does not necessarily result in 
condensation. Condensation nuclei are required 
for the conversion of water vapor into droplets. 
Am()ng the more effective condensation nuclei are 
certain products of combustion and salt. particles 
from evaporated sea spray. There are usually suf
ficient condensation nuclei in the air so that it is 
generally assumed that condensation of water va
por takes place when the air reaches the satura
tion point. 

1.5 Growth of cloud droplets and ice crystals 
to. precipitation size 

1.5.1 When air is cooled to below its initial 
saturation or condensation temperature, and con
densation continues, the liquid droplets or ice crys
tals tend to accum.ulate in the resulting cloud as 
the temperature is lowered. The rate at which this 
exeess liquid and solid moisture is precipitated 
from the cloud depends on ( 1) the speed of the 
upward current produci~g the cooling, (2) the 
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rate of growth of the cloud droplets into raindrops 
heavy enough to fall through the upward current, 
and ( 3) a sufficient inflow of water vapor into the 
precipitation-producing area to replace the pre
eipitated moisture. 

1.5.2 Water droplets in an average cloud 
usually average about 0.0004 in. in radius and 
weigh so little that ~n upward cur:cent of only 0.5 
ft./min. is sufficient to keep them from falling. 
Although no definite drop size can be said to mark 
the bqundary between cloud and raindrops, a 
radius of 0.004 in. has been generally accepted. 
The radius of most raindrops reaching the ground 
is usually much greater than 0.004 in. and may 
reach one-eighth in. Drops larger than this tend 
to break into smaller drops because the surface 
tension is insufficient to withstand the distortions 
the drop undergoes in falling through the air. 
Drops of one-eighth in. radius have a terminal 
velocity of about 30 ft./sec., or roughly 20 mi/hr., 
so that an unusually strong upward current would 
be required to keep a drop of that size from falling. 

1.5.3 Various theories have been advanced in 
attempts to explain the growth of cloud elements 
to precipitation sizes. According to Fioughton [3] 
the two principal processes in the formation of 
precipitation are the ice-crystal and accretion 
processes, which may operate separately or in com
bination. The iee-crystal process involves the 
presence of ice crystals in a supercooled (cooled to 
below freezing) water cloud. A vapor-pressure 
gradient from water drops to ice crystals exists 
because the saturation vapor pressure over water is 
greater than that over iee. Hence, the ice crystals 
grow at the expense of the water drops and, under 
favorable conditions, attain precipitation size. 
The ice-crystal process is operative only .in super
cooled water clouds and is most effective at about 
-15° C. (5° F.). 

1.5.4 The accretion, or collision, process is 
based on the relative veloeities of fall and the con
sequent collisions to be expected between cloud 
elements of different sizes. The rate of growth by 
accretion depends upon the initial range of 
particle sizes, the size of the largest drops. the 
drop concentration, and the sizes of the collecting 
and collected drops. Studies [ 4] suggest that the 
electric. field and drop charge may affect collision 
efficiencies and may be important factors in the 
release of precipitation from clouds. The accre~ 
tion process operates at any temperature, and its 
effectiveness is different for solid and liquid 
particles. 



Chapter 2 

PRECIPITATION RATES 

2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Precipitation rates are a function of 

( 1) the availability of moisture, and ( 2) the rate 
at which the moisture ean be converted into pre
cipitation. Both these factors, hence precipitation 
rates, exhibit marked seasonal and geographic 
variations and are not completely independent of 
one another. 

2.1.2 Gage measurements of precipitation 
rates may occasionally be very inaccurate. Al
though measurements, in general, tend to be too 
low, some of the higher rates measured are difficult 
to explain on the basis of current theories of pre
cipitation formation. Areal measurements, which 
involve interpolation and extrapolation of gage 
measurements, are also subject to appreciable 
error. 

2.1.3 Since the results of this report are to be 
used as design crite~ia for hydraulic structures 
controlling streamflow from ·watersheds not ex
ceeding 400 sq. mi., the primary concern is with 
high rainfall rates for durations of no more than 
24 hr. Rainfall for lo\ver intensities and longer 
durations is given little consideration. 

2.2 Availability of moisture 
2.2.1 The rate at which moisture is made 

available to the precipitation-producing, or storm, 
mechanism is a very important factor in determin
ing the precipitation rate. If it were not for the 
continuing moisture supply into a storm, the total 
amount of precipitation ·produced could not exceed 
the maximum amount of lVp plus liquid water in 
the air above the precipitation area, or a total of 
about 6 to 7 in. in southern lJnited States. Storms 
producing more than 7 in. of precipitation are 
fairly common so there must be some replenish
ment of the atmospheric moisture precipitated 
when greater amounts of precipitation are ob
served. Actually, it is very likely the above ex
treme amount of water in the air has never been 
observed and since no natural precipitation process 
removes all water vapor from the air, replenish
ment is a very important factor even in storms 
producing much less than 7 in. of precipitation. 

2.2.2 Inflow of air into a storm is a natural 
feature of any storm mechanism. Lifting of air, 
the p:dme cooling factor in the precipitation 
process ( ch. 1), is associated with a horizontal 
inflow, or convergence, of the air into the space 
vacated by the ascending air. The inflowing air is 
in turn lifted, leaving space for anew inflow. The 
process is, of course, continuous during the storm. 
The amount of moisture in the inflowing air and 
the rate of inflow are the two most important 
factors in determining precipitation. rates. 

2.2.3 The amount~ of Wp in the atmosphere 
varies with (1) distance from the moisture source,· 
( 2) latitude, ( 3) season, and ( 4) elevation. These 
effects are clearly indicated in tables and charts 
of mean Wpoverthe lTnited States [2]. Thechief 
source of water vapor in the atmosphere is water 
evaporated from the seas. Consequently, other 
conditions being equal, air moving inland from 
the sea has a much higher water-vapor content 
than does air with a long trajectory over land. 
Furthermore, since the air temperature determines 
the upper limit of the water-vapor capacity of 
the air and since evaporation from a water surface 
tends to be greater with warmer water tem
peratures, warm air over a warm body of water 
has a tendency for higher WP values. The Gulf of 
Mexico and Caribbean Sea, for instance, are the 
most favorable sources of moisture for precipita
tion in the United States. 

2.2.4 WP values tend to be higher at low lati
tudes than at high latitudes because the tempera
ture, hence water-vapor capacity of the air, is, in 
general, higher at low latitudes. Similarly, WP 
values tend to be higher in summer than in 
winter because of the warmer air temperatures. 

2.2.5 Other conditions being equal, a thin 
layer of air naturally contains less lf.,. P than does a 
thicker layer. Thus, for example, the atmosphere 
above a high plateau tends to have less lVp than 
does the atmosphere above low-lying plains. 
Since air temperatures are generally warmest at 
low elevations and much of ihe water vapor is in 
the lowest levels, WP in the atmosphere above a 
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high mountain barrier may he much less than that 
for a similar layer extending down to sea level. 
Cutting off about 7,000 feet from the bottom of a 
column of pseudoadiabatic saturated atmosphere 
reduces lVp by about one-half. 

2.2.6 Ascending air may also carry a consid
erable .amount of \iquid water in addition to 
water vapor. Until recently observations of 
liquid water content of clouds consisted of drops 
in samples swept out by inst1ruments in airplane 
probing flights. Using this method, W eickmann 
and aufm Kampe [5] and Draginis [6} showed 
that there is a great deal of scatter between the 
measurements of liquid water content and the 
amount computed on the basis of moist-adiabatic 
ascent. The maximum concentration of liquid 
water they observed was 10 gm./m.3 in a cumulo
nimbus cloud. Tolefson [7] reported a measure
ment of 9.25 gm.,/m.3 in a cumulonimbus cloud. 
Probably the highest liquid water content that 
could be inferred from the samples would be 3 to 4 
inches. In more violent storms than can be 
sampled by ai1rplane probes, where violent up
drafts are able to keep large hailstones in suspen
sion, the liquid water content may be higher, but 
data are lacking. 

2.2. 7 The liquid water content of clouds can 
also be measured by radar with varying degrees 
of precision, giving a three-dimensional integra
tion through time of the water content. Ligda 
[8] gives an excellent descrip~ton of the manner 
in which weather rada1r operates. Briefly, radio 
pulses are transmitted and their echoes received 
and portrayed on a scope. The strength of echo is 
a function of the mass of liquid water which inter
cepts and reflects the transmitted beam. Consid
eration is given to drop-size distribution, strength 
of beam, distance, attenuation, and other influ
ences. Recent and continuing work with rada~r 
may provide much-needed information on the 
mechanism of condensation and growth of rain
drops. Profiles of reflectivity. given by Donald
son [9] and· Chmela [10], when converted to 
amounts of liquid water, indicate that the 3 to 4 
inches referred to previously is not an overesti
mate.- Their observations represent a few sam
ples of storms in northeastern United States. If 
more samples were availahle from other parts of 
the country, so as to include more storms and more 
violent storms, larger concentrations of liquid 
water aloft might be found; 

2.2.8 Donaldson and Chmela both show that 
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FIGURE 2-1.-Rates of precipitation from pseudoadiabat
ically ascending saturated air extending from sea level 
to 9 km., assuming a linear decrease of conv~rgence 
with height to zero at 4.5 km. (about 15,000 ft.). 

the maximum reflectivity occurs at approximately 
20,000 feet. In the Handbook of Geophysics for 
Air Force Designers [11], Donaldson states that 
the maximum concentration is usually at an alti
tude corresponding to lh to o/8 of the cloud height. 
It is thus suggested that while the maximum con
densation may ooour at lower elevations, rising 
currents of air in the clouds carry the drops higher 
and tend to hold them in suspension. The maxi
mum amount (and concentration) of liquid water 
that can be held aloft and the mechanism (and 
rate) of its release from the supporting updraft 
are still largely matters of conjecture, particularly 
for short durations and small areas. 

2.3 Rate of conversion of moisture into pre
cipitation 

2.3.1 The precipitation process was described 
in chapter 1. With sufficient moisture available, 
the precipitation rat~ then depends on how rap
idly the moisture can be converted into precipita
tion. Since high precipitation rates depend 
chiefly on rapid cooling of adiabatically rising 
moist air necessarily associated with convergence 
and/or orographic lifting, precipitation rates 



from air containing a given amount of moisture 
may be related directly to convergence and/or 
orography. 

2.3.2 Convergence is really a measure of in
flow. It may also be visualized as the horizontal 
shrinking of a mass or colu...rnn of air. Converg
ence is expressed in terms of shrinkage per unit 
time. Thus, for example, a convergence of 
2 X 10-5 sec.-1 would indicate that the hori
zontal cross-section area of a column of air was 
being reduced by 0.00002 pe~r sec. 

2.3.3 The convergence required to produce 
various precipitation rates from saturated air 
layers of various temperatures and thicknesses 
has been computed. The rate at which the amount 
of water vapor required for saturation decre·ases 
with lowering temperatures may be called the rate 
of production of moisture excess over saturation. 
Assuming that this moisture excess would all fall 
out as precipitation and convergence would de
crease with height to zero at 4.5 km. (roughly 
15,000 ft.) . Petel'80n [12] constructed a graph 
(fig. 2-1) relating the 6-hr. precipitation to the 
temperature and convergence at the surface in a 
pseudoadiaba.tic saturated atmosphere. This 
graph demonstrates that if the assumptions are 
valid, considerable horizontal convergence must be 
associated with heavy rainfall rates. This appears 
to be true even with some allowance for horizontal 
convergence of the falling raindrops, which would 
cause the precipitation ra.te to be greater than the 
rate of production of moisture excess, and for some 
additional lift provided by orographic barriers. 

2.3.4· Gilman and others [13] prepared sche
matic illustrations (fig. 2-2) of the change in 
shape of an initially cubic mass of saturated air 
with a surface temperature of 70° F. and a pseu
doadiabatic lapse rate when sufficient horizontal 
convergence occurs to effect upward motion ade
quate to produce 1, 2, and 5 in. of rain. Diagrams 
B, C, and D are based on four assumptions: (1) 
convergence decreases linea.rly with pressure to 
zero at 600 mb., or roughly 14,000 ft., ( 2) winds 
at any given level are of uniform speed and radi
ally directed, ( 3) rainfall intensity is uniform 
over area, and ( 4) the air is lifted pseudoadiabati
cally. Figure 2-2E is based on the same assump
tions and in addition assumes that another wind 
component, constant in direction but with speed 
increasing from zero at 1,000 mb. to 50 knots at 
200 mb., is superimposed on the radially-directed 
wind, or convergence, field of figure 2-2C. Figure 

2-2 provides an indication of the· degree of hori
zontal convergence required to produce large 
amounts of precipitation. 

2.3.5 The effect of orographic lifting on pre
cipitation intensity is a perplexing problem. It 
is difficult to determine within a particular storm 
how much of the variation in precipitation is 
related to changes in the storm mechanism and 
how much is related to orography. Also, the same 
orographic barrier that is a precipitation-produc
ing factor on the windward slope acts as a precipi
tation-inhibiting agent on the lee slope. In 
rugged, irregular topography such as in western 
United States, most slopes will exhibit windw8,rd 
and lee characteristics at different times depending 
on the storm path and circulation. The amount of 
lift produced by a given flow with specific thermal 
and humidity characteristics across an orographic 
barrier is dependent, however, only on the height, 
slope, and other topographic characteristics of 
the barrier. 

2.3.6 Lack of proper instrumentation pre
dudes an accurate analysis of orographic effects 
on precipitation intensities in storms. However, 
computations based on reasonable assumptions of 
wind field, drop-size distribution, and precipita
tion-element trajectories over a generalized barrier 
indicate that storm precipitation may be distrib
uted an appreciable distance downwind from the 
ridge. Moreover, precipitation profiles across an 
orographic barrier may vary widely from storm to 
storm. Figure 2-3 is a simplified schematic dia
gram illustrating s_ome. of the physical processes 
effecting these variations. ·It presents an idealized 
cross section of a barrier such as the Sierra N e
vada, with a high plateau on the lee side. 

2.3. 7 The heavy lines (fig. 2-3) represent the 
streamlines of air flow across the barrier. On the 
left, or wind ward side of the ridge, points L and 
H represent the bottom and top, respectively, of 
the condensation or cloud layer. Precipitation
formation rates throughout the layer are indicated 
by the profile A. Dashed curves B1 through BG 
represent trajectories of falling raindrops or snow 
crystals. Those formed at the higher elevations 
are carried farthest downwind and fall on the lee 
side. Those formed at lower altitudes fall on the 
windward slope. Curve C presents a rough indi
cation of the precipitation distribution. Precipi
tation which is produced on the windward side of 
the barrier and falls on the lee side is called 
spill-over. 
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trom. 1000mb to 200mb. 

Change ot shape necessary tor: 

B. 1 inch ot precipitation. 
c. 2 iDches of precipitation. 
D. 5 inches of precipitation. 
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a wind direction constant with 
height toward positive y which 
1Dcreases linearly from 0 to 50 
knots between 1000mb aDd 200mb. 

FIGURE 2-2.-Change in shape of a cubical mass of saturated air required to produce various rainfall amounts, assuming 
a l,OQ9-mb. temperature of 70° F. and a pseudoadiabatic lapse rate. 

2.3.8 Other verticals such as HL could be se
lected, and A integrated both vertically and 
longitudinally. This procedure would provide ad
ditional profiles of C, or precipitation, which could 
be added. The composite shape of C would depict 
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the precipitation profile over the barrier. 
2.3. 9 1Vind vectors over the barrier would be 

required to evaluate the diagram (fig. 2-3). The 
precipitation-formation profile, A, would have to 
be integrated for different forms of water; i.e., 



FIGURE 2-3.-Schematic illustration of spill-over. 

liquid or solid. In addition, as snow formed at 
high altitudes, melted, and turned into rain, there 
would be a zone in which the trajectories would 
have a rather sharp change in shape. Falling 
rates of raindrops are fairly well known, and while 
little is known about those of snowflakes, they are 
undoubtedly much less. The actual wind flow 
over the usual orographic barrier would not be 
anywhere near as smooth or uniform as that de
picted in figure 2-3. An actual profile across the 
Sierra Nevada (fig. 2-4) gives a good indication 
of the degree of generalization inherent in com
putations of orographic precipitation based on 
simplified wind-flow patterns. 

2.3.10 The extreme distance for spill-over of 
heavy rainfall in the Sierra Nevada from oro
graphic effects alone is estimated to be roughly 10 
miles. The storm precipitation distribution across 
a. barrier has never been measured accurately, but 
it probably varies widely . from storm to storm, 
particularly for·short durations and small areas. 

2.3.11 In an attempt to determine the oro
graphic effects on precipitation rates, the maxi
mum observed clock-hour_ and 24-hr. precipitation 
:for stations on the western slopes of the Sierra 
N evad& in California were plotted against the 
station elevation (figs. 2-5 and :b--6, respectively). 
·The data a.re from recording-gage stations having 
at least 8 years of record between 1940 and 1D51. 
Figure 2-5 shows that, within the range of ob
served data, maximum clock-hour preclpit~tion is 
very poorly related to elevation.' In other words, 

I I I I I I I 
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DISTANCE FROM SAN JOAQUIN RIVER (MILES) 

FIGURE 2-4.-Topographic profile across Sierra Nevada 
from 36°49' N., 120°22' W. to 38°22' N., 118°15' W. 

the plot suggests that it can rain as hard for one 
hour at a low elevation as it can at a high eleva
tion. Figure 2-6, on the other hand, shows a 
slight tendency for maximum observed 24-hr. pre
cipitation to be higher at the higher elevations, 
although the correlation is admittedly poor. A 
similar plot (fig. 2-7) of maximum observed ob
servational-day precipitation for Colorado sta
tions west of the Continental Divide also shows a 
slight tendency for higher values at higher eleva
tions. Here again, however, the correlation is 
poor. 

2.3.12 Comparison of figures 2-6 and 2-7, 
which are for regions of comparable orography, 
reveals that the latter shows much lower precipita
tion values level-for-level than does the former. 
Obviously, other factors besides elevation and 
slope affect precipitation rates. The various fac
tors governing availability of 1noisture were dis
cussed in section 2.2. Distance from a moisture 
source was one of the factors mentioned. How
ever, reduction of atmobpheric water vapor with 
distance from the moisture source, as observed in 
th~ Plains Region, for example, is mur-h too 
gradual to account for more than a small part of 
the difference between California and Colorado 
storm precipitation indicated by figures 9.-6 and 
2-7. Neither could the difference be explained on 
the basis of latitudinal or seasonal variations in 
atmospheric water-V3,por content. Current 
knowledge of storm meteorology is admittedly 
limited, but what little is known suggests no great 
difference in the precipitation-producing efficiency 
of storms in these two regions. 

2.3.13 It would appear from the prec.eding 
paragraph that there is no known expla.natim~ for 
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FIGURE 2-5.--V•ariation of maximum observed clock-hour precipitation w1th elevation for stations on the western slope 
of the Sierra Nevada in Qalifornia. 

the difference exhibited by figures 2-6 and 2-7. 
However~ it is known that orographic barriers can 
effect grea~ reductions in W P within short dis
tances an<l act to re<iuce precipitation downwind 
(pars. 2.2.5, 2.3.5, and fig. 2-3). Since storm pre
~ipitation shows such poor. cor!'elation with sta
tion elevation (figs. 2-6 and 2-7), the only con
_clusion readily apparent is that orographic bar
riers between the moisture source and the pre
cipitRtion area· comprise the most effective factor 
governing precipitation in mountainous regions. 
These barriers to moisture inflow are simply called 
moisture barriers. 

2.3.14 The djfference in elevatio!l of the mois
ture barriers apparently provides the only logical_ 
explanation for the large difference in storm pre
cipit~tion indicated by figures 2-6 and 2-7. Moist 
air from the Pacific neache~ much of the western 
slope of the Sierra Nevada in C:-tlifornia after 
crossing the coastal ranges at an average height of 
1,000 to 2,000 feet. On the other ~and, IPoist air 
from an even more favorable source region, i.e., 
a more southei~n and warmer region o:f the Pacific; 
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is :forced to cFoss moisture barriers averaging. no 
less than 7,000 feet in order to· reach _western 
Colorado, where much lower 2'4-hr. precipitation 
maxima are obs~rved. 

2.3.15 Major storms occurring in th~ western 
United States as well as :n other parts of the world 
have inflow winds of at least 25 m.p.h. Winds of 
this speed persisting for periods of 24 hours or 
longer bring air into the precipitation process 
from sources hundroos of miles way. This warm, 
moist air moving from the ocea,ns :mnst pass over 
orographic barriers before reaching many regions 
of the western United. Stca.tes. Figure 2-8 depicts 
these barriers to moist air inflow. The inflow di
rection of warffi, moie-t air in extensive storms 
capable of producir1g probable maximum precipi
tation (PMP) for r,he longer durations was con
sidered in the construotion of this,map. For in
stance, the map shows that the moic;t air reaching 
the region of the Great Salt Lake would be lifted 
to an elevation of 7,000 :feet. A l0Cal storm of 
small areal extent could produce ·maximum point 
values o:f precipitation for short d:1rations from a 



saturated air mass stagnant over the region at a 
lower elevation. However, the air flowing into a 
major large-area storm in_this region would have 
to cross orographic b~rriers forcing it to rise to 
7,000 feet. Thus the effective moisture-barrier 
elevation for this vicinity would be 7,000 feet al
though much of the terrain is at a lower elevation. 

2.3.16 The moisture-barrier effect is also evi
dent in the Central Valley of California. A west 
wind will bring a deep layer of moist air directly 
across the valley to the Sierra Nevada, crossing 
San Francisco Bay and the relatively low hills 
surrounding it. A south wind will bring air 
northward into the northern part of the valley 
through this same gap. Thus moist air can reach 
large parts of the valley without crossing the 
higher ~arriers of the Coast Range. The southern 
part of the valley can be reached through this gap 

FIGURE 2-6.-Variation of maximum observed 24-hr. pre
cipitation with elevation for stations on the western 
slope of the Sierra Nevada in California. 
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only by northerly winds, which are relatively dry. 
The moist westerly and southwesterly winds must 
pass over the Coast Range or the Tehachapis. 
Thus these ranges determine the effeetive moisture 
barrier for the southern Central Valley. 

2.3.17 The elevations indicated on the map 
of figure 2-8 are the lowest elevations to which 
warm, moist air with a trajectory directly from 
the source region would rise in reaching any par
ticular point. In some regions moist air can come 
from other source regions but would encounter 
higher barriers. The arrows indicate the general 
directions-of the moisture-bearing flow considered 
likely to prevail duri!lg major storms in the various 
sections of theW est and do not show all directions 
from which warm, moist air can reach any region. 

2.4 Measurement 
2.4.1 In dealing with measured precipitation 

rates, ·the methods and errors of measurement 
should be considered. In th~ United States three 
types of gages are used in making official measure
ments of storm precipitation. These gages are: 
(1) the tipping-bucket recording rain gage, (2) 
the weighing-type recording gage, and ( 3) the 
standard 8-in. nonrecording gage. The last two 
will measure any form of precipitation whereas 
the first is limited to rtJ..infall. Only the first two 
actually measure intensities; the nonrecording 
gage measures amounts only. Detailed descrip
tions of these gages are available in most textbooks 
on meteorology or hydrology and will not be given 
here. More important in evaluating the represent
ativeness of maximum observed intensities, which 
are of primary interest in this study, is a knowl
edge ·of the gage-network density and the errors 
of measurement. 

2.4.2 The United Stat~, excluding Alaska 
and Hawaii, has an area . of approximately 
3,000,000 sq. mi. In this area there are about 3,500 
recDrding gages, all but about 200 being ot the 
weighing type, an.d about 9,500 nonrecording 
gages, or~- total of about 13,000 gages. The aver
age network density computes to be about one gage 
per 230 sq. mi., but many stations have two gages 
so the average station-network density probably 
averages about one station per 250 sq. mi. The 
countrywide distribution is not uniform, however, 
and the average network density in the West is 
appreciably 'less tha11 that for the country as a 
whole. Prior to 1940 the network density in all 
parts of the conntry was a great deal less t)l&,n it 
IS now. 
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. 2.4.3 The opening through which precipita
tion enters the standard gage is roughly 
1/80,000,000 of a square mile in area. If all 
13,000 gages were concentrated in one group as 
close together as possible, the total catchment area 
would be no more than 1/6000 of a square mile-
much less than the area of the standard baseball 
dia.mond! 

. 2.4.4 The recording gages are, of course, the 
only gages capable of measuring rainfall intensi
ties with any degree of accuracy, particularly for 
durations under 24 hours. The average network 
density of the recording gages alone is slightly 
over one per 1,000 sq. mi. Their total catchment 
area is about 1,500 sq. ft. This lesser network 
density, hence fewer data on short-duration rain
fall intensities, is_ the reason for basing the PMP 
estimates described in chapter 6 primarily on 
24-hr. values. 

2.4.5 Obviously, the rainfall rates measured 
by the existing network-let alone the much 
sparser network prior to 1940-are but a small 
sample of those that have occurred throughout the 
entire country. The sampling is particularly poor 
for local cloudbursts, which are restricted to a few 
square miles in area. The chance that the most 
intense rainfall in a cloudburst would center over 
a gage is extre.mely remote. The more uniform 
rainfall rates in large-area, or general, storms, 
often extending over tens of thousands of square 
miles, are naturally much better represented by 
the gage sampling. 

2.4.6 Supplementary measurements of rain
fall in severe storms are obtained through field 
surveys, colloquially called "bucket surveys". 
These surveys are made by meteorologists and 
engineers as soon as possible ·after the ending of 
the storm. The object of ·i~he survey is to gather 
data on rainfall that may have been collected in 
barrels, pails, bottles, etc. If the exposure of the 
container is satisfactory and it can be determined 
definitely that the container was .either empty or 
held a known depth of liquid before the storm, the 
storm catch is then measured. The measurement 
is, of ~ourse, adjusted if the container does not 
have straight vertical sides. 

2.5 Errors of measurement 
2.5.1 There are several types of errors in gage 

measurements. Most of these errors are small and 
negligible, especially in ~onnection with measure
ment of storm precipitation, and will not be dis
cussed here. There are three types of errors of 
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FIGURE 2-9.-Depth-duration relation of world's greatest rainfalls. 

possible appreciable magnitude in measurements 
of high rainfall intensities. One is an observa
tional error and the others are instrumental. 

2.5.2 The most troublesome observational er
ror may consist of ( 1) misreading the stick used 
for measuring the depth of '.Vater. in the non
recording gage, ( 2) immersing t-he wrong end of 
the stick, and ( 3) forgetting to a.pply the conver
sion factor ( 0.1) to the stick reading. The first 
two errors may result in indicated measurements 
t!utt are either too high or too low. The third, 
however, yields measurements 10 times as higl-. as 
they should be. Fortunately, the oc.currencc of 
observa-tional errors like these js not co!llmon. 

2.5.3 One type of instrumental error results 
from malfunctioning of a recording gage. For 
example, the linkage on a weighing-type gage may 
bind temporarily ·while rainwater keeps collecting 
in the bucket. After an interval, the weight of the 
water i!.l the bucket may cause an instantaneous 
or rapid freeing of the bjnding mec.hauism. The 
resulting chart trace thus indicates what appears 
to be a. sudden downpour into the gage, or a.n ap
parent intensity that could be much toe high. 

2.5.4 The tipping-bu~ket gage, on the other 
hand, tends to record intensities Io·wer than the 
a~tual in heavy downpours. The deficiency re
sults fro.tn the, fact that rainwater conti~ues to 

pour down the funnel of the. receiver while the 
bucket is tipping and is therE>fore not measured. 
In intense rainfalls the indicated intensity ma.y 
be about 5 percent too low. The water, however, 
is caught in a reservoir and n: easured independ.
entl~r of the recorder count. The difference is pro
rated throughout the indicated period of excessive 
rainfall. 

2.5.5 The most serious error is ~hat resulting 
from the gage effect on wind. The gage obstructs 
the horizontal flow of the air, which is forced 
around and over the gage. The upward compo
nent of the wind passing over the gage deflects pre
cipitation that would otherwise fall into the gage, 
resulting in a deficient catch. The defleiency in
creases with the wind speed and is greater for 
sno'v than for rain [14]. Since ntost severe storms 
are accompanied by relatively strong winds, meas
urements of heavy rainfall ar:d snowfall intensi
ties are likely to be appreciaLly df',ficient unless 
other errors of opposite sign prev9 il. 

2.6 Maximum observed rainfal! rates 
2.6.1 Considering the fact that there are 

many regions with few or no rain gages and that 
loealized cloudbursts can take place without any 
officia 1. know ledge of their occurrence, there is 
v.3ry little likelihood that the greatest observud 
intensities are !'epresentative of the physical upper 
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TABLE 2-1.-World's maa:imum obser-ved point rainfallS. 

Duration Depth Location Date 

1min _______ _ 
8 min _______ _ 
15min ______ _ 
20min ______ _ 
42min ______ _ 
2hr.10min __ 
2hr. 45min __ 

4 hr. 30 min __ 
15 hr ________ _ 
18 hr ________ _ 
24 hr ________ _ 
39 hr ________ _ 
2 days ______ _ 
2 days 15 hr __ 
3 days ______ _ 
4 days ______ _ 
5 days ______ _ 

6 days ______ _ 
7 days ______ _ 
8 days ______ _ 
15 days _____ _ 
31 days _____ _ 
2mo ________ _ 
3mo ________ _ 
4mo ________ _ 
5mo ________ _ 
6mo ________ _ 
llmo _______ _ 
1 yr _________ _ 
2 yr _________ _ 

(in.) 

1. 23 Unionville, Md_ ------------ July 4, 1956. 
4. 96 Fussen, Bavaria _____________ May 25, 1920. 
7.80 PlumbPoint,Jamalca ______ May12,1916. 
8.10 Curtea-de-Arges, Rumania __ July 7, 1889. 

12.00 Holt, Mo ___________________ June 22, 1947. 
19-00 Rockport, W. Va ___________ July 18,1889. 
22.00 D'Hanis, Tex. (17 ml. May 31, 1935. 

NNW). 
30. 8+ Smethport, Pa ______________ July 18, 1942. 
34.50 _____ do _______________________ July 17-18, 1942. 
36-40 Thrall, Tex .. _--------------- Sept. 9, 11121. 
45.99 Bagnio, Philippine Islands __ July 14-15, 1911. 
62.39 _____ do _______________________ July 14-16, 1911. 
65.79 Funkiko, Formosa __________ July 18-20,1913. 
79.12 Bagnio, Philippine Islands __ July 14-17, 1911. 
81.54 Funkiko, Formosa __________ July 18-20, 1913. 

101.84 Cherrapunjl, India __________ June 12-15,1876. 
114.50 Silver Hill Plantation, Ja- Nov. 5-9, 1909. 

maica. 
122.50 _____ do _______________________ Nov. 5-10, 1909. 
131.15 Cherrapunji, India __________ June 24-30, 1931. 
135.05 _____ do _______________________ June 24-July 1, 1931. 
188.88 _____ do _______________________ June 24-July 8, 1931. 
366.14 _____ do _______________________ July 1861. 
502.63 _____ do _______________________ June-July 1861. 
644.44 _____ do _______________________ May-July 18'61. 
737.70 _____ do_______________________ Apr.-July 1861. 
803.62 _____ e.o _______________________ Apr.-Aug. 1861. 
884. 03 _____ do_______________________ Apr.-Sept. 1861. 
905.12 _____ do _______________________ Jan.-Nov. 1861. 

1041.78 _____ do _______________________ Aug. 1860-July 1861. 
1605.05 _____ do_______________________ 1860-1861. 

limits of rainfall rates. However, probable maxi
mum precipitation, or PMP (par. 4.1.1) must at 
least equal or exceed the maximum observed 
values, which may then be looked upon as indicat
ing the lower limit of PMP. As such, they are of 
considerable interest. 

2.6.2 The world's maximum observed point 
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TABLE 2-2.-Maa:imum depth-area-duration data for the 
United States (Average precipitation in inches, storm 
indicated b'l/ letter) 

Area (sq. mi.) 
Duration (hr.) 

6 12 18 24 36 48 72 
-----------

10 _____________ 24. 7a 29.8b 36.3c 38. 7c 41.8c 43.1c 45.2c 100 ____________ 19.6b 26.3c 32. 5c 35.2c 37. 9c 38.9c 40.6c 200 ____________ 17.9b 25.6c 31.4c 34.2c 36. 7c 37. 7c 39.2c 500 ____________ 15.4b 24.6c 29. 7c 32. 7c 35.0c 36.0c 37.3c 1,000 .. _________ 13.4b 22.6c 27.4c 30.2c 32.9c 33. 7c 34.9c 
2,000---------- 11.2b 17. 7c 22.5c 2A..8c 27.3c 28.4c 29. 7c 
5,000---------- 8.1bd 11.1b 14.1b 15.5c 18. 7e 20. 7e 24.4e 

Storm Date Storm center 

a ______________ July 17-18, 1942________________________ Smethport, Pa. 
b ______________ Sept. 8-10, 192L______________________ Thrall, Tex. 
c ______________ Sept. 3-7, 1950 _________________________ Yankeetown, Fla. 
d ______________ June 27-July 4, 1936.------------------ Bebe, Tex. 
e ______________ June 27-July 1, 1899 ___________________ Hearne, Tex. 

rainfalls for durations up to .2 years are listed in 
table 2-1. When these data are plotted on loga
rithmic paper as in figure 2-9, they define the en
veloping straight line R=15.3D0•

486 where R is 
rainfall in inches and D is duration in hours. 

2.6.3 'fhe depth-area-duration characteristics 
of several hundred major storms in the United 
States have been analyzed. The results can be 
found in Storm Rainfall in the United States 
[15]. This publication was the source of ,the max
imum rainfalls for areas up to 5,000 sq. mi. and 
durations up to 48 hr. listed in table 2-2. 



Chapter 3 

METEOROLOGICAL ANALYSES OF MAJOR STORMS OF THE WEST 

3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 As discussed in the preceding chapters, 

precipitation is a product of the moisture charge 
of the air and the storm mechanism; i.e., conver
gence, vertical motion, cooling, condensation, etc. 
In general, the maximum moisture charge occurs 
in summer. In much of the West the maximum 
convergence associated with large storms occurs in 
winter, that with smaller-scale thunderstorms usu
ally in summer. The probable maximum precipi
tation should occur during the season when these 
influences have their optimum joint effect. 

3.1.2 A study was made to determine the most 
favorable seasons for the occurrence of the larger 
amounts of storm precipitation in western United 
States. The month of occurrence for each of the 
five highest observed 1- and 24-hr. amounts at var
ious stations west of the 105th meridian were 
plotted on a map. The 24-hr. data, indicate that 
western United States can be divided into three 
regions; one from the Pacific Coast to the crest 
of the Cascade and Sierra Nevada Ranges, where 
the maximum amounts occur in the winter; an
other from this crest to the Continental Divide, 
where the maximum amounts occur during all 
seasons of the year; and the third, from the Coll
tinental Divide to the 105th meridian, where the 
maximum amounts occur during the summer 
months. Hourly data indicate that west of the 
crest of the Cascades and Sierra Nevada the maxi
mum amounts could occur in any season. East of 
this crest, the maximum hourly amounts -.vould 
occur during the summer. 

3.2 Pacific Coast to the crest Qf the Cascade 
and the Sierra Nevada Ranges 

3.2.1 Long-duration storm precioitation in 
this region is confined almost exdusively to the 
cold-season months, October to April. This sea
sonal precipitation regime can be explain~d by the 
seasonal variations of the large-scale circulation 
of the atmosphere. These variations are indicated 
by migrations of the Pacific High and Aleutian 
Low ir. the. surface pressure pattern and of the jet 
stream of the upper atmosphere. Tbe two surface 

preBsurp. centers are a statistical average more than 
a permanent physical condition, but of the -two the 
Pacifie. High is the more persistent. Its center is 
generally in the region between 140°-150° W. and 
30-40° N. From a minimum in January, when 
the center is generally farthest to the southeast, 
there is a. gradual increase in size and in.tensity and 
a north westwa1.·d displacement, with a maximum 
intensity and displacement in August. The de
velopment of the Aleutian Low is dependent on 
outbreaks of cold polar air. The Low then reaches 
it5 maximu.m expanse and intensity .in January, 
with a decline in intensity and a northw-trd dis
placement thereafter. 

3.2.2 The jet ~tream, though its total effect 
on weather iR nut yet completely understood, exerts 
considerable influence on the development of 
cyclonic activity and the occurrence of precipita
tion [16, 17]. The jet s!",ream, superimposed on 
the convergence fields associated with the pressure 
systems o.f the lower atmosphere, has a broad-scale 
effect on precipitation. The seasonal displacement 
of the jet stream is in phase with the seas0nal vari
atio:,.1 of the Aleutian Low. It is farthest south in 
Janm~.-ry, when its mean position is about 23° N. 
along the we8t coast of North America, and is 
farthest norlh in ,July, when it is at about 49° N. 
[18]. The~e positions of the jet stream are a 
result of averaging data from. normal monthly 
pressure maps for tLe Northern Hemisphere. 
(This jet strean1 should not be c0nfused with the 
meandering jet stream associated with the polar 
front which can exist :far to the south at all sea
sons.) A some-vhat different picture would result 
from a daily averaging of the htitude of the jet 
stream along the Pacific Coast. Nevertheless, 
approximately the :::..a.me seasonal variation of ti1e 
r.,ve:-age location of the jet stream would be appar
ent fr0m either method. In general, the hiti
tudinal displaeement of average featurea of t,he 
circulation arcounts fm· the seasonal distriburion 
of precipitation jn th<·· Far vV est. 

3.2.3 In rll ma;or sto'·ms along the Pacific 
Coast cf the United St.1ros, the seqaen~ oi! even\.s 
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is similar. The air masses crossing this region 
have essentialli the same source regions; i.e., 
warm Pacific Ocean areas where water evaporates 
into the air. The differences in the temperature, 
humidity, and stability characteristics of theae 
air masses are minor and result primarily from 
differences in speed of movement r.,nd trajectory, 
which produce various degrees of modification. 
Most of the precipitation is released from moist, 
unstable air which acquires these characteristics 
over the Pacific Ocean and travels eastward across 
warm water from about the vicinity of the 
Hawaiian Islands onto the continent. 

3.2.4 The meteorological situations associated 
with major storms can best be illustrated by 
describing pertinent features of several of the 
outstanding storms that have occurred along the 
Pacific Coast. One of these occurred January 20-
25, 1935, in western Washington.· Just prior to 
the beginning of this storm a large polar air 
mass moved southward from the Canadian inte
rior. By evening of January 20, -this air mass 
had spread out over the United States from the 
Mississippi Valley to the Pacific Coast. This was 
followed by the eastward displacement and deep
ening of the Aleutian Low centered off the Pacific 
Coast, near the latitude of the Canadian border. 
The .gradient established by these pressure cen
ters brought inland over the Washington coast, 
air from the southwest with a long over-water 
trajectory, hence, high moisture content. The 
conditions were maintained during the entire 
storm period by fresh southward outbre£tks of 
polar continental air into western and central 
United States, preventing the eastward movement 
of the low-pressure system. Th·3 convergence of 
the moist air into the region, together with the 
overrunning of the shallow polar air, and the oro
graphic lifting, produced almost continuous heavy 
precipitation over the r~gion. The precipitation 
ended only after the north ward retreat of the zone 
of maximum convergence with the center of low 
pressure. 

3.2.5 The storm of December 9-11, 1937, was 
the result of a large low-pre..ssure system which 
remained offshore for 3~ days. The Pacific High 
was displaced southeastward, and the southwest
erly ~irculation bet-ween these two systems fed a 
continual supply of warm, moist air over the Cali
fornia coast. -This warm, moist air, being lifted 
by the rugged terrain and the convergence of the 
cyclonic system, produced an almost continuous 
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rain until the passage of the polar front and the 
shift to a drier, more westerly wind. Passage of 
the polar front was delayed as it became nearly 
parallel to the isobars after leaving the main 
trough. The eastward movement of the Low may 
have been delayed by the blocking action in the 
central United States of a cold continental anti
cyclone extending from Alaska to the Gulf of 
Mexico. 

3.2.6 The storms of January 19-24, 1943, con
sisted of a series- of three low-pressure systems 
that moved inland across the Pacific Coast pro
gressively farther south, ca-using a southward 
movement of the heavy rain centers and producing 
heavy rain along the entire coast southward from 
northern Oregon. At the beginning of the storm 
period, a cold high-pressure system extended from 
Alaska to Texas. The first of the low-pressure 
centers within the general field of low pressure 
covering the eastern part of the North Pacific 
approached the coast off British Columbia. This 
Low moved slowly southeastward and crossed the 
Washington coast on the 20th. Before the pre
cipitation_ associated with this system had ended, 
a second low-pressure system approached the Ore
gon coast, resulting in additional precipitation. 
This second Low passed over Oregon early on 
the morning of the 22d. As before, while one 
Low moved inland, a succeeding, more intense 
Low approached the coast. This third Low 
_rr_oved farther south, crossed the coast of northern 
California and produced some of the heaviest 
rains ever m~asured in southern California. 

3.2. 7 During the period November 13-21, 
195.0, a storm similar to that of December 1937 
occurred over California. In each case, the south
erly displacement of the Pacific High and the 
Aleutian Low resulted in a protracted southwest
erly flow over the Pacific Coast. The traveling 
disturbances ·in the 1950 storm were more pro
nounced and resulted in more definite bursts of 
precipitation followed by brief periods of no rain .. 
In this storm the cold anticyclone present at the . 
beginning of the previous storms did not start 
moving southward until the 17th. 

3.2.8 One of the wettest storms of record 
along the Pacific Coast occurred over northern 
and central California. during the period De
cember 15-28, 1955. The record-breaking floods 
that resulted were caused by both the intensity 
and long duration of the storm. The general 
characteristics of this storm were similar to those 



of many other flood,.producing storms along the 
west coast. On the 13th, the pattern for the pro
duction of heavy precipitation was beginning to 
form. A ridge was developing over western Can
ada and moving southward, blocking the east'" 
ward movement of low-pressure systems. At the 
same time, a low-pressure system formed about 
800 miles off the Pacific Coast and moved slowly 
eastward. This low-pressure system became 
nearly stationary on the 18th in the southern Gulf 
of Alaska, Hbout 500 miles off the coast. Cold air 
was pulled southward around the western side 
of the Low, and a line of discontinuity formed to 
the south of the low center. Surges of cold air 
moved southward from this low center and 
formed waves along the line of discontinuity. 
These waves moved eastward and caused bursts 
of rain over California. On the morning of the 
23d, a deep Low formed off the northern Cali
fornia coast and intensified as it moved inland. 
With the passage of this intense storm center and 
the gradual southward spread of the warm, moist 
air being replaced over northern California with 
cooler air, the heaviest precipitation came to an 
end. The upper trough persisted offshore, how
ever, and another low-pressure system formed on 
the 27th. This system moved eastward across 
California, causing additional substantial rainfall 
over northern California. 

3.2.9 One of the most intense thunderstorms 
within this region occurred at Campo, Calif., on 
August 12, 1891, when 11.5 inches of rain fell in 
80 minutes. The sparsity of data during this 
early period leaves some uncertainty concerning 
the small-scale synoptic features. The data indi
cate that there was a thermal Low east of the 
Coast Range extending .from the Gulf of C!tli
fornia northward to Nevada on the morning of 
the storm. The circulation, though light and 
variable, shows a southerly flow of moisture from 
the Gulf of California until evening of the 12th, 
the storm occurring from 11:40 a.m. until 1:00 
p.m. Additional moisture could have come from 
the Pacific in a radial inflow pattern. The de
scription of the storm by the cooperative weather 
observer indicates an unusually severe thunder
storm (pars. 6.4.4-6.4.11). 

3.2.10 Without getting involved in the ques
tion of technical definition of tropical as dis
tinguished from extratropical storms, it seems 
clear that the storms described in paragraphs 
3.2.4.-3.2.9 were not of tropical origin. These 

storms are generally regarded as the ones to be 
extrapolated for synthesizing PMP. The storms 
of October 1911 and September 1939, cited in sec
tion 3.3, are both of tropical origin. The October 
1911 storm missed California and went through 
Arizona into Colorado, where it produced heavy 
rain at Gladstone. The September 1939 storm 
hit southern California and produced heavy, but 
not record, rain. The storm is believed to have 
lost some of its intensity before reaching the 
coast. 

3.2.11 Tropical storm\ combine an intense 
mechanism of convergent flow with high moisture 
supply, and while they are rare in western United 
States they cannot be dismissed wjthout considera
tion as a possible prototype for PMP. How far 
north these storms can go and how intense they 
can be are problematic at present. None has oc
curred along the Pacific Coast since 1939, so there 
are few data to work with. They differ from 
Atlantic Coast hurricanes in several respects. The 
two most obvious are ( 1) the differing relation
ship of the counterclockwise circulation to the 
mountains along the two coasts and ( 2) the vastly 
greater moisture charge and accompanying energy 
of the Atlantic Coast storms. It is a matter of 
judgment where tropical storms might affect the 
Pacific Coast and what their effects might be. 
The consensus of several meteorological experts 
was the basis for some of the PMP values indi
cated on the maps in this report. Many authori
ties doubt that the ultimate tropical storm would 
exceed the PMP based on the more common win
ter-type storm. 

3.3 Intermountain region 
3.3.1 The region betwe~n the crest of the Cas

cades and Sierra Nevada and the Continental Di
vide is one of complex and varied topography. 
Except for a portion of the southern edge it is sur
rounded by high orographic barriers. These bar
riers exert a significant effect on the storms of the 
region, reducing the amount of moisture available 
and modifying the circulation of the storn1s as 
they move into the region. The large precipita.
tion amounts for the longer durations are a result 
of general storms that move eastward across the 
region ·from the Pacific. In summer, circulation 
systems moving eastward from the Pacific en
counter additional moisture from the Gulf of 
Mexico as it is carried around the western edge 
of a high pressure system centered east of the 
Divide. Also, tropical storms that form over the 
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southeastern Pacific Ocean and move northward 
along the coast of Mexico can enter southwestern 
Arizona from the Gulf of California with little 
or no moisture diminution from orographic bar
riers. These storms have caused some of the 
heaviest precipitation in southeastern California 
and southwestern Arizona. 

3.3.2 One of the outstanding storms of· the 
intermountain region occurred November 18-23, 
1909. Heavy rainfall from this storm was meas
ured at Rattlesnake, Idaho. On the morning of 
the 18th, a High appeared over northern Alaska 
with one ridge extending southward over the Aleu
tians and another southeastward over central 
Canada. The Pacific High was centered just off 
the coast of California. A Low was observed off 
the coast of Washington, and another Low was 
centered over British Columbia, with a trough ex
tending eastward along the Canadian border. 
The circulation around these pressure systems 
brought '"arm, moist air across the coast and over 
Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. Precipitation 
was fairly general in this region. The Low over 
Canada moved eastward along_ the Ca.nadian bor
der and by the morning of the 19th was well east 
of Idaho. The Low that was off the coast of 
Washington had by then moved inland over 
Canada just north of central Washington. Pre
cipitation was continuing as a result of the lifting 
provided by the convergence mechanism associ
ated with the pressure pattern and by the rugged 
topography of the area. The Low from western 
Canada moved slowly southeastward bringing 
continuing rain to southern Idaho until the mid
dle of the 20th. After a brief period of clearing, 
a second Low moving eastward from the Pacific 
brought a fresh influx of wa.rm, moist air and a 
renewal of the precipitation. This Low, moving 
inland from the Pacific across the Alaskan coast, 
continued i~ a southeasterly direction, moving 
across north of Idaho during the 23d. By morn
ing of the 24th the Low was centered over north
western Montana. The cold drier air that covered 
the region following the passage of the occlusion 
associated with this last system brought an end to 
further precipitation. · · 

3.3.3 A severe rainstorm occurred on Octo
ber 4-6, 1911, when a wave on a cold front, mov
ing in from the Pacific, met the warm, moist air 
of a tropical storm that had moved inland over 
southern Arizona. The hurricane had formed just 
off the west coast of Mexico on the 2d and had 
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moved rapidly northward, crossing inland over 
Arizona on the 4th. The cold front came inland 
from the Pacific early on the 4th. The two systems 
met over Arizona, combined, and then moved 
rapidly northeastward. Orographic effects were 
important in the release of the precipitation from 
this storm, but the intensity of the circulation 
caused· rain on both the leeward and windward 
slopes of the San Juan Mountains in southwestern 
Colorado. 

3.3.4 The storm of September 3-8, 1939, also 
originated as a tropical disturbance tha.t formed 
off the coast of Mexico. On the morning of the 
4th, it was centered just west of the southern tip 
of Lower California. This system moved north
ward during the next three days, gradually losing 
its identity. Two other disturbances that were 
noted farther south on· the morning of the 5th did 
not move far enough northward to be the direct 
cause of any precipitation, though they did main
tain a continuous flow of moist, maritime tropical 
air into the region. The high moisture charge 
which resulted from this flow, together with the 
unusually strong southerly winds iH. advance of 
an upper trough over the Pacific Coast, furnished 
the high inflow rate of moisture necessary for 
heavy rainfall. Heavy showers began on the 4th 
over southeastern California and southern Ari
zona and continued until the 7th, when the filling 
of the upper trough and the surface Low caused 
the. strong flow of moist air into the storm area 
to decrease- sharply. 

3.3.5 Storms associated with disturbances on 
the polar front are not restricted to the northern 
pa.rt of the intermountain region. On October 27-"-
29, 1946, a storm occurred over parts of Nevada, 
Utah, and Arizona as a result of such a disturb
ance. On the morning of the 27th, a wave on the 
polar front was centered over the Nevada..:Utah 
border, with the cold front extending_ southwest
ward across southern California and the warm 
front southeastward into New Mexico. Warm, 
moist air was being brought into the region from 
the Gulf of California and the southern Pacific 
Ocean. A High was located over the Great Lakes 
region with a. ridge extending down along the 
Appalachians to the Gulf of Mexico. The Low 
stayed nearly stationary until the middle of the 
28th when it started moving slowly northeastward. 
The High which was located over the Great Lakes 
had weakened and moved slowly southward. On 
the morning of the 29th, it was centered off the 



Virginia coast. Although the moisture for this 
storm was primarily of Pacific origin, the circula
tion around the High over eastern United States 
did bring some moist air from the Gulf of Mexico 
into the intermountain region. 

3.3.6 Discussion of storms in ·the intermoun
tain region would not be complete without mention 
of two storms that occurred before 1900. One oc
curred on August 11, 1890, at Palmetto, Nev., 
where 8.80 in. was reported to have fallen in 1 
hour. The other storm occurred on August 28, 
1898, at Fort liojave, Ariz., and produced 8.00 in. 
in 45 min. Both of these storms resulted from 
severe thunderstorms, the precipitation being re
stricted to a very small area. They were similar 
in many respects to the storm that occurred at 
Campo, Calif., in August 1891 (par. 3.2.9). The 
rainfall amount for the Palmetto storm is of 
doubtful reliability. Investigation of the original 
records and correspondence written by the ·ob
server shortly after the date of the observation in
dicate a possibility that the scale factor may not 
have been applied to the measurement of the pre:
cipitation. T~us the true value may have been 0.88 
inches rather than 8.80. The observer's remarks, 
however, imply a cloudburst (pars. 6.4.17-6.4.18). 
Although the data atPalmetto may be in error, 
the more reliable observation at Fort Mojave (par. 
6.4.14) in this same general location indicates that 
severe thunderstorms must be considered for the 
PMP for durations less than 6 hr. over small areas. 

3.4 East slope of the Rockies 
3.4.1 The principal moisture source for the 

region east of the Continental Divide is the C:trib
bean Sea and Gulf of Mexico. The moisture is 
brought to Wyoming and Montana around the 
western edge of high-pressure cells over the east
ern United States and the eastern side of Lows 
located over or near the Rocky Mountains. This 
synoptic situation is typical of many of the largest 
storms for the region. Farther south, similar 
storms may occur with an additional source of 
heavy precipitation in the decadent tropical storms 
that originate in the Caribbean, cross the Gulf 
Coast, and move in a northwesterly direction. 

3.4.2 The storms typical of Montana and 
northern Wyoming can be illustrated by describ
ing four of them. The first was centered at War
rick, Mont., on June 6-8, 1906; the second, at 
Evans, Mont., on June 3-6, 1908 ; the third, at 
Springbrook, Mont., on June 17-21, 1921 ; and the 
fourth, at Savageton, Wyo., on September 27-

October 1, 1923. In each case a low-pressure sys
tem centered over the Rockies and south of the 
area brought warm, moist air from the Gulf of 
Mexico over colder polar air at the surface. This 
Gulf air, moving northward and overruning the 
colder polar air at the surface and then curving 
westward around the northern edge of the Low, 
was lifted by the slope of the ·Rockies· as well as 
by the denser polar air. The combination of lift 
produced by the cyclonic convergence, overrun
ning of the polar air, and the movement up the 
slopes of the Rockies produced sufficient cooling 
to release large amounts of precipitation. 

3.4.3 On September 14, 1919, a hurricane, 
which originated over the Atlantic south of 
Puerto Rico and reached hurricane strength near 
eastern Cuba, crossed the Texas coast near Corpus 
Christi. This stor:m continued in a northwesterly 
direction up the Rio Grande Valley, slowly losing 
its identity. On the 17th a new Low was forming 
over northeastern New Mexico from the remnants 
of this tropical storm. The Low deepened, moved 
in a northeasterly direction, and was centered over 
Kansas on the morning of the 18th. Precipitation 
ended over New Mexico on the 19th as the Low 
continued moving northeastward and the tropical 
air was replaced by maritime polar air. The pre~ 
cipitation from this Low was centered at Meek~ 
N. Mex., and was a result of the decadent tropical 
storm. The storm lost its tropical characteristics 
during the latter stages as it became enveloped in 
an extratropical cyclone. 

3.4.4 A very outstanding east-slope storm oc· 
curred over eastern Colorado on May 30-31, 1935. 
There were two very intense centers in this storm, 
one occurring northeast of Colorado Springs and 
the other at Hale, Colo. The precipitation in this 
storm resulted from waves forming on a quasi-sta
tionary front that extendedin an east-west direc
tion across central United States on the 29th. A 
ridge extending from a High over the Atlantic 
was bringing warm, maritime air from the Gulf 
of Mexico northward. A cold polar High, cen
tered over central Canada and extending south
ward to Nebraska and Kansas, was forcing this 
warmer, tropical air aloft. On the 30th, a wave 
had formed on the quasi-stationary front and was 
centered over central Utah, moving slowly in an 
east-southeastward direction. Heavy precipita
tion was associated with this wave. On the 31st 
the Low was centered over the New Mexico-Texas 
border and was filling; i.e, the pressure in the Low 
was rising. 
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Chapter 4 

EVALUATION OF PROBABLE MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION 

4.1 Introduction 
4.1.1 There is no doubt that there is a physi

cal upper limit to the amount of precipitation that 
can fall over a specific area in a given time. Re
ferring to floods, Horton [19] once wrote: "A 
small stream cannot produce a major Mississippi 
River flood for much the same reason that an ordi
nary barnyard fowl cannot lay an egg a yard in 
diameter; it would transcend nature's capabilities 
under the circumstances." The same reasoning 
applies to precipitation. The physical upper 
limit of precipitation has come to be known as 
probable maximum precipitation, or PMP. 

4.1.2 At one time the concept of PMP was ex
pressed in terms of the words "maximum pos
sible." However, in considering the limitations 
of data and understanding implicit in a.n estimate 
of "maximum possible" precipitation, it seemed 
that there was sufficient uncertainty to substitute 
for the expression "maximum possible" the more 
realistic one, "probable maximum." This was 
done with no intention or implication of making 
the values any different. "Probable maximum" 
simply seemed to be more descriptive and more 
realistic. 

4.1.3 The use of meteorology for determining 
limiting precipitation values was initiated in the 
middle 1930's. The probable maximum, or maxi
mum possible, storm evaluated in studies prior to 
about 1945 ·was understood to be a fictitious, or 
synthetic, storm that could produce the heaviest, 
meteorologically-possible precipitation over a spe
cific area for all durations within a storm. A 
distinction between precipitation and storm is now 
generally recognized. The probable maximum 
precipitation, or PMP, as now generally known, 
for. a specific area for various durations is usually 
determined by several types of storms. For 
example, the PMP for an area under 100 sq. mi. 
and for durations less than 6 hours is very likely 
to be realized from thunderstorms, but general 
storms are more likely to provide the limiting pre
cipitation values for longer durations. 

4.1.4 Basic to the determination of PMP is 
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the assumption that ;t can be computed from the 
optimum combination of moisture charge and 
storm mechanism. There are two approaches in 
general use. The computation may be based on a 
storm model through which upper-limit values 
essentially of moisture and wind are processed. A 
more common approach, involving maximization 
of observed storm-precipitation data, is based on 
two assumptions: (1) precipitation can be ex
pressed as the product of available moist:Iure and 
the combined effect of storm efficiency and inflow 
wind, and (2) the 1nost effective combination of 
storm efficiency and inflow wind has either 
occurred or has been closely approached in 
outstanding storms of record. The latter assump
tion usually necessitates storm transposition; 
i.e., the application of an outstanding storm from 
the area of its occurrence to a problem area within 
the same region of meteorological homogeneity. 
In the study described in this report, both 
approaches were investigated. For reasons given 
in paragraphs 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, the latter approach 
was used in deriving the basic PMP estimates for 
this report. Generalization of these basic esti
mates and the maintenance of consistency within 
the problem area and with the generalized esti
mates of PMP previously derived for the United 
States east of the 105th meridian [1] were accom
plished by application of. statistical procedures 
described in chapter 5. 

4.2 Basic storm-precipitation data 
4.2.1 Storm-precipitation data for this report 

were obtained from two sources: ( 1) storm 
studies by the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau 
of Reclamation, and ( 2) a survey of climatologi
cal data for large values of storm precipitation. 
The two major sources of storm studies were 
Storm Rainfall in the United States [15] and un
published storm studies by the Bureau of Recla
mation. Additional sources of storm-study data 
were Cooperative Studies Report No. 11 [20] and 
unpublished studies done for Cooperative Studies 
Report No. 12 [21]. The 10- and 500-sq.-mi. 
precipitation for the 6- and 24-hr. durations for 
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storms west of the 100th meridian are listed in 
appendix A. Of the 127 st!orms west of the 105th 
meridian, 72 had been analyzed for specific proj
ects in California, Idwho, and Colorado. Vast 
areas of the West are not represented by storm
study data. 

4.2.2 The uneven geographic distribution of 
the available storm-study data necessitated addi
tional data for regions of sparse coverage. The 
large amount of work involved in storm studies 
precluded preparation of additional ones for this 
project. It was considered mor~ feasible, because 
of the small areas being considered, to survey the 
climatological publications for large point values 
of precipitation. 

4.2.3 . Figure 4-1 shows the maximum ob
served 24-hr. precipitation amounts at selected 
stations in western United States. Only data for 
stations having the highest maximum in the im
mediate area surrounding the station are shown .. 
The size of this area was subjectively determined 
and varies inversely with the station density and 
directly with the ruggedness of the terrain. 

4.2.4 The values of figure 4-1 are only those 
that have been measured in official rain gages. 
The average density of rain gages in western 
United States is much less than ideal and differs 
even between adjoining States; e.g., California 
and Nevada. In some regions there are areas of 
several hundred square miles in which there have 
never been any ra.in gages. Staiions have ibeen 
established in those areas where the towns and 
ranches or farms were located along the river val
leys and on the plains. The mountainous regions, 
where the variability of precipitation is the great
est, generally have the lowest station density. 

4.2.5 In eastern United States official gage 
observations have been supplemented by "bucket 
surveys" (par. 2.4.6). Such surveys have not 
been made often in the West. · The adequacy of 
these surveys depends upon the density of settle
ment. Where there are many small towns and 
villages and the farms are close together, there 
are many opportunities for obtaining reliable esti
mates of storm amounts from exposed containers 
other than official gages. In theW est the majority 
of settlements are located in river valleys, which 
generally offer more favorable sites for farms and 
ranches. This uneven distribution of the rela
tively sparse population precludes . "bucket sur
veys" in mountainous areas, where ·Variability of 
precipitation is greatest. 

4.2.6 Precipitation amounts from the coop
erative stations, which largely comprise the pre
cipitation-station network, are for the observa
tional day. The cooperative observer usually 
measures the precipitation in the morning or eve
ning and records the amount that fell in the 24 hr. 
preceding the observation time. There are no in
tervening measurements to determine whether the 
recorded amounts are from precipitation through
out ·the entire 24-hr. period or from precipitation 
for a few minutes or hours. The maximum 24-hr. 
rainfall obtained from the records of cooperative 
stations can vary from 50 to 100 percent of the true 
24-hr. maximum amount. All previous attempts 
to estimate the true maximum 24-hr. values from 
the recorded amounts have been based on analyses 
of the accompanying synoptic situations and on 
comparison of the-rainfall distribution at nearby 
recording-gage stations. This technique, described. 
by Shands and Brancato [22], was applied to the 
outstanding values in this study. 

4.2. 7 Deficiencies also exist in observations of 
precipitation for durations shorter than 24 hr. 
Only about one-fourth of the gages are of there-
cording type (pars. 2.4.2 and 2.4.4), and their 
length of record is generally shorter than tha~ of 
the nonrecorders. The records of recording-gage 
stations, ·except for Weather Bureau first-order 
stations, average approximately 18 yr. as com
pared to 50 to 60 yr. for the nonrecording stations. 
Moreover, the recording-gage charts are evaluated 
for 1-hr. intervals between full hours as indicated 

. by the clock; e.g., from 3 to 4 p.m., 4 to 5 p.m., etc. 
Thus, any survey of hourly rainfall data for maxi
mum values yields only the maximum "clock
hour" amount and not the true 1-hr. maximum. 
Figure 4-2 shows the maximum clock-hour 
amounts for selected stations in the West. The 
basis of selection was the same as that used for the 
24-hr. amounts (par. 4.2.3). 

4.2.8 The sparseness of the gage network 
(pars. 2.4.2-2.4.4) and the relative crudeness of 
isohyetal analyses used in storm studies makes any 
distinction between point and 10-sq.-mi. values 
impracticable. In most cases the central isohyet 
is drawn on the basis of the largest observed point 
yalue. The size of this isohyetal center is deter
mined in a subjective manner from the station 
density, the ruggedness of the terrain, and the 
scale of the map. Within the limits of accuracy 
of the observation and the ·variability of the pre
cipitation, the largest storm value observed in a 
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gage is taken as the average depth over 10 sq. mi. 
and is considered applicable to all smaller areas 
within the 10 sq. mi. 

4.3 Lower lim.its of PMP estimates 
4.3.1 By definition (par. 4.1.1), PMP at any 

point must at least equal or exceed the maximum 
precipitation ever obs~rved there. Considering 
the relatively short precipitation records and 
sparse gage networks, ·it is extremely unlikely 
that PMP has already been measured at any 
point. That PMP for a particular place must 
exceed maximum observed precipitation :for that 
place is therefore a conservative statement. How
ever, it stands to reason that maximum observed 
·values provide some idea of the lower limits of 
PMP. If there are several precipitation stations 
within a relatively small area, a better estimate of 
the lower limit of PMP :for a point in that area 
might be obtained by enveloping the maximum 
values of record :for all the stations. In other 
words, the highest station amount observed would 
be assumed to be applicable to any point in the 
area. The lower limit of PMP will then exceed 
the maximum observed precipitation at most 
stations. 

4.3.2 Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show the maximum 
observed 24-hr. and clock-hour rainfalls, respec
tively. Since these maps are based solely on offi
cial gage records, it is very likely that higher, but 
ungaged amounts have occurred (par. 2.6.1). 
Comparison indicates that maximum amounts ob
served at Weather Bureau first-order stations are 
a~ut half those observed at cooperative stations, 
which have an average network density 30 to 40 
times greater. Addition of "bucket survey" data 
indicates an even greater discrepancy. 

4.4 Maximization by storm models 
4.4.1 As stated in paragraph 4.1.4, storm 

models were investigated but the results were not 
satisfactory. Briefly, the use of storm models in 
determining PMP consists o:f ( 1) postulating a 
storm mechanism, or model, ( 2) testing it on ob
served storms to see if it will duplicate their pre
cipitation values, and ( 3) introducing into the 
satisfactory models extreme values of moisture, 
wind, etc., to obtain PMP values. Various models 
[13, 23, 24] have been used in other studies :for de
termining PMP over large areas and :for quantita
tive precipitation :forecasting. Attempts to apply 
storm models to areas as small as 400 sq. mi. have 
not been successful because the current observa
tional network is not dense enough to measure in 
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s~fficient detail· the localized moisture supply, 
wind, convergence, etc. Measurements of such 
parameters are only adequate for defining average 
conditions over large areas. 

4.4.2 The inadequacy of storm models :for de
termining PMP for small areas is well stated in 
the report of such a test in H ydrorneteorological 
Report No. 21 B [ 25] : 

The failure of the computation methods tested to repro
duce the small-area rainfall must be charged to a com
bination of factors. The use· of the same inflow-wind 
velocity for small areas as for 10,000 square miles was 
probably erroneous but the observations available did not 
permit a more detailed distribution across the area. It 
is also possible that the dewpoints used, representative for 
the lO,Ooo-square-mile area, might need re-examination, 
although it is believed that any such error could not be of 
major importance. Omission of quantitative calculations 
of localized convergence effects is a recognized deficiency; 
that problem cannot be satisfactorily solved until ade
quate three-dimensional meteorological observations are 
available during storm periods. 

4.5 Moisture adjustments 
4.5.1 The maximization of observed storm 

precipitation for determining Pl\1P involves mois
ture adjustment, the basic assumption being that 
the storm would have produced maximum precipi
tation had the maximum moisture supply been 
available. Briefly, the observed storm precipita
tion is increased by the ratio of the maximum W P 

estimated. as possible :for the time of year of the 
storm occurrence to the ll'v estimated as pre
vailing during the actual storm. The maximum 
W v is estimated :from the highest 12-hr. persisting 
dewpoint of record, and the vV v :for the storm is 
estimated :from the representative 12-hr. dewpoint 
:for the storm. The manner in which these Wv 
estimates are obtained is described belorw. 

4.5.2 The available moisture is a major :factor 
in producing the precipitation of a particular 
storm. Until :fairly recently the source and 
amount of moisture available could be estimated 
only :from surface observations. The parameters 
of moisture needed, however, are the total amount 
available and its distribution through the atmos
phere, rather than merely the surface moisture. 
Therefore, to study past storms, certain assump
tions were necessary to relate the surface moisture 
to the W v in the atmosphere. Studies of maj.or 
storms have indicated that in most of them the air 
is saturated or nearly so.· The moisture cha·rge, or 
W p, in any particular storm was therefore assumed 
to be equal to that of a saturated air mass with a 



surface dewpoint equal to that prevailing during 
the storm and a pseudoadiabatic lapse rate. 

4.5.3 Although regular upper-air soundings 
had been made by the "\Veather Bureau at a few 
stations since the late 1920's, it was not until 1940 
that a relatively adequate network of radiosonde 
stations was established. These stations release 
balloons, usually once or twice daily, with small 
boxes containing meteorological instruments and 
radio transmitters attached. As the balloons rise 
through the atmosphere, roughly to over 15 mi. 
above sea level, their transmitters send back the to 
the ground station an almost continuous record of 
pressure, temperature, and humidity. This sound
ing of the atmosphere is assumed to be made 
directly over the releasing station, even though 
the balloon may drift an appreciable distance dur
ing its ascent. About 30 min. are required for the 
balloon to reach an altitude of 5 mi. Dur:lng this 
time, the balloon usually drifts from 15 to 30 mi. 
from the point of release. 

4.5.4 Sufficient upper-air data are now avail
able to permit tests of the assumption that the Wp 
in a storm can be satisfactorily approximated by 
W P computed for a saturated pseudoadiabatic 
atmosphere having the same surface dewpoint as 
the storm. Comparisons between observed and 
estimated WP values had been made [21] for 21 
storms occurring between 1939 and 1952 over the 
Central Valley of California and the western slope 
of the Sierra Nevada. A dewpoint station was 
selected within the warm, moist air determined to 
be the moisture source for each storm. The high
est dewpoint equalled or exceeded for a period of 
at least 12 hr. was selected as the representative 
dewpoint for the storm. The amount of W P was 
then estimated for the layer from the surface to 
the 400-:-mb. level (about 23,000 ft. above sea level) 
on the basis of this representative dewpoint, as
suming a saturated atmosphere and a pseudo
adiabatic lapse rate. The actual, or observed, 
W P for the same storm and the same layer of 
atmosphere was then computed from the upper
air soundings at stations in the same general area 
as the station providing the surface dewpoin.t. A 
relation developed between ths observed and esti
mated W P fQr the 21 storms yielded the regression 
equation : W P ( obs.) = 0.02 + 0.99 W P (est.) with 
a correlation coefficient of 0.92 and a standard 
error of estimate of 0.07 in. 

4.5.5 Platzman [26], in a study of maximum 
rainfall in the Willamette Basin, Oreg., related 

the surface dewpoints at Sexton Summit with the 
moisture charge observed in soundings at Med
ford, Oreg. Forty-nine cases during January 
1945 were selected from both storm and nonstorm 
situations. The Wp between 1,175 m. (about 
3,800 ft., elevation of Sexton Summit) and 6 km. 
(about 20,000 ft.) was compared with the average 
of the two surface dewpoint observations made 
closest to the time of the sounding. The correla
tion coefficient was 0.89. 

4.5.6 To determine if the assumption of a sat
urated air mass with a pseudoadiabatic lapse rate 
was applicable to other re.gions in western United 
States, several additional storms were studied. 
The W P at many points in each of these storm 
situations was obtained from radiosonde observa
tions and compared with that estimated from the 
surface dewpoint observed in the sounding, as
suming saturation and pseudoadiabatic conditions. 
The scatter diagram showed good agreement with 
the results obtained in the previous studies. This 
suggests that the assumption may be considered 
applicable to all regions of the western United 
States. 

4.5. 7 The assumption that extremes of W P 

would be approximated by values estimated from 
extreme surface dewpoints, assuming saturation 
and pseudoadiabatic conditions, was also investi
gated. Data from Oakland, Boise, and Denver 
were selected as representative of typical mete
orological regions of western United States. 
Oakland data are considered representative of the 
regions where storms have their moisture supply 
from the Pacific without the interposition of any 
large orographic barriers; Boise, of the inter
mountain region where the moisture supp~y comes 
from either the Pacific or the Gulf of Mexico, 
passing over large orographic barriers ; and Den
ver, of the eastern slope of the Rockies where 
moisture comes from the Gulf of Mexico without 
crossing any large orographic barriers. For the 
year 1950, WP was computed from the surface to 
400 mb. (about 23,000 ft.) in all soundings indi
cating WP exceeding approximately 90 percent of 
that estimated from the surface dewpoint and 
pseudoadiabatic saturation conditions. The ob
served Wp was then compared with that estimated 
from the surface dewpoint in the sounding as 
shown in figure 4-3, which is based on. 164 sound
ings for Oakland. 

4.5.8 The large scatter in figure 4-3 is the re
sult of deficiencies in both the method of obser-
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FIGURE 4-3.-Comparison of precipitable water observed in soundings at Oakland, Calif., in 1950, with that eomputed 
from the observed surface dewpoint and a saturated pseud'oadiabatic atmosphere, using high moisture cases only. 

vation and the method of selecting the soundings. 
Observational deficiencies may result from mal
functioning of the radiosonde equipment or from 
instrumental limitations, and probably result in 
a random error. There are meteorological condi
tions in which the surface dewpoint is not a good 
indication of the WP in the atmosphere, and com
puted values may be either higher or lower than 
observed. Estimated W P higher than observed 
could be the result of a moist air mass near the 
surface with a dry air mass above. Estimated Wp 
lower than observed could be the result <;>f a dry 
air mass near the surface with a moist air mass 
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above, or of a sounding through an unrepresenta
tive part of the atmosphere, for example, through 
a thick isolated cloud. Though the scatter is 
large, the nearness of the data to a 45 ° line sug
gests that the assumption of pseudoadiabatic satu
ration conditions results in estimates of W P. that 
are a satisfactory approximation of the observed. 

4.5.9 Similar plots were made by selecting the 
highest 20 percent of the dewpoints at 0300 GMT 
(7 p.m., PST) for each.month for the year 1950. 
Figure 4-4 shows this comparison for Oakland. 
The open circles represent the summer months, 
May through September; and the solid symbols, 
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the winter months, October through April. A line 
of best fit for an the data would show that the 
assumption of a pseudoadiabatic lapse rate results 
in an overestimate. If the data for only the winter 
months were considered, the line of best fit through 
the origin would then be within about 15 percent 
of a 45° line, with a standard" error of about 25 
percent of the mean. This suggests that in the 
winter, or storm, season, WP associated with the 
highest dewpoints can be satisfactorily approxi
mated by the assumption of a pseudoadiabatic 
saturated atmosphere. In general, the best fit 
between observed and estimated WP occurred with 
storm events. 

4.5.10 The highest 12-hr. persisting dewpoint 
is defined as the highest dewpoint -that can be 
equalled or exceeded for 12 consecutive hours. It 
is considered to be the highest dewpoint that could 
persist for 12 hours. The highest 12-hr. persist
ing dewpoints of record had been obtained pre
viously [27] as the result of a survey of dewpoiht 
records for all Weather Bureau first-order stations 
having at least 40 yr. of record as of 1945. The 
highest 12-hr. persisting dewpoint for each month 
was plotted against date of occurrence, and a 
smooth enveloping curve was drawn. Several sta
tions have observed higher 12-hr. persisting dew
points since the original survey was completed, 
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and the annual curves were adjusted to fit these 
additional data. In order to facilitate compari
sons and W P computations, the dewpoints · are 
reduced pseudoadiabatica1ly to the 1,000-mb. level 
(approximately sea level) .. 

4.5.11 Consideration was also given to the 
need for extrapolating the above basic dewpoint 
data beyond the ma.ximum observed. The Pacific 
Ocean west and southwest of California is the 
source region for warm, moist air :for large parts 
of the West. The· mean sea-surface temperature 
in January over the source areas is in excess of 
60° F., while the average highest 12-hr. persisting 
1,000-mb. dewpoint for stations along the Cali
fornia coast is 58 ° F. ·In July the mean sea-sur
face temperature is in excess of 65° F., while the 
highest 12-hr. persisting 1,000-mb. dewpoint along 
the California coast averages 64 ° F. 

4.5.12 The higher sea-surface temperatures 
in the source regions suggest that the maximum 
land-surface dewpoints and associated lVp have 
not yet been observed. Determination of a physi-
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cal upper limit of W P through consideration of 
evaporation from the ocean surface in the source 
region would require assumptions about the initial 
moisture conditions of the atmosphere, the trajec
tory of the air, the amount of turbulent mixing 
along the trajectory, and other physical param
eters. This approach has not been attempted be
cause the requisite data and understanding ~re 
lacking. 

4.5.13 Another method of extrapolating WP 
is by statistical analysis .of 12-hr. persisting ·dew
points. The data were analyzed for several sta
tions using the Fisher-Tippett Type 1 (Gumbel) 
distribution. Figure 4-5 shows the results of this 
comparison based on the annual series of highest 
12-hr. persisting dewpoints for each calendar 
month in the period 1905-45 for Los Angeles, 
Calif., and Salt Lake City, Utah. The average 
return period of the envelopment of the record is 
approximately 25 yr. for Los Angeles, where only 
the October dewpoint approaches the 100-yr. value. 
For Salt Lake City, the average return period is 
still about 25 yr., but the envelope curve of ob
served dewpoints exceeds the 100-yr. value in 3 
months: February, June, and July. 

4.5.14 The variation in Wv that results from 
an increase in dewpoint can be shown using the 
highest 12-hr. persisting dewpoint and the 100-yr. 
value for mid-January at Los Angeles, Calif. An 
increase from 58° to 61° F. in the 1,000-mb. dew
point results in an increase of approximately 16 
percent in W1}. Estimates of Pl\-IP made by 
moisture adjustment would be increased corre
spondingly. 

4.5.15 In addition to the limitations of a short 
record, the reliability of the sampling should also 
be considered. Wv is a continuous variable both 
in time and space. The methods for determining 
VVv in storms use observations at one point or 
the average of those at several points scattered 
over a small area, with the observations being taken 
2 to 4 times daily. The choice of observational 
data is confined to the meteorological stations in 
operation at thetime of the storm and to the times 
at which observations are taken.. This sa.mpling 
procedure is far from ideal but is the only prac
ticable one at this time. 

4.5.16 The lVIJ for individual storms was de
termined from the surface dewpoints during the 
storm period. Representative storm dewpoints 
were determined in accordance with the criteria 
described in Hydrometeorological Report No. 
25A [28]. Two major criteria are quoted: 
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In the selection of the representative storm dewpoint, 
the rain area of each storm was defined and outlined 
on successive synoptic maps covering the storm period. 
The rain-producing air mass was identified and its trajec
tory retraced from the rainfall center to the nearest 
region where the air mass lay at the surface and where 
dewpoint observations were also available. This pro
cedure has resulted in the representative dewpoint for 
the large majority of storms being taken in tropical mari
time air. 

To minimize observational errors and local peculiari
ties, a selection of the representative dewpoint was made 
wherever possible from a group of stations rather than 
a single station. Original station records furnished the 
dewpoint observations for all observation times within 
the storm period. From these records the minimum tem
peratures for the same period were also obtained. After 
the collected data were reduced pseudoadiabatically to 
1,000 mb. to remove the effect of elevation difference be
tween stations, average values of dewpoint were obtained 
from appropriate stations within the group. For each 
12-hr. period the lowest dewpoint or the minimum tem
perature, whichever was lower, was tabulated; the 
highest value tabulated was then selected as the 12-hr. 
representative·storm dewpoint. 

4.5.17 Estimates of storm and maximum Wp 
can be considered only first approximations. 
More accurate values would require an increase 
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in the number and frequency of meteorological 
observations and a greater understanding of the 
variability of moisture in different storm situa
tions. The adjustment of storm precipitation 
amounts by the ratio of maximum W v to storm 
Wv may be reasonably accurate, however, since 
estimates of storm and maximum W v are based 
on the same assumptions and approximations. 

4.5.18 Since extrapolation of the storm Wv 
to the maximum Wv is usually the only adjust
ment applied to observed storm precipitation to 
obtain PMP, it is interesting to investigate the 
importance of Wv as a parameter in the precipi
tation process. This was done by plotting ob
served precipitation data from Storm Rainfall in 
the United States [15] for 6 hr. 10 sq. mi. and 24 
hr. 5,000 sq. mi. versus the Wv estimated on the 
basis of the representative 12-hr. storm dewpoint. 
The storms plotted were restricted to those east 
of the 105th meridian to minimize orographic 
effects. Figure 4-6 shows the result for the 24-hr. 
precipitation amounts. The lower portion of this 
plot could be filled completely with points. The 
storms in Storm Rainfall in the United States 
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FIGURE 4-8.-Maximum observed 24-hr. 10-sq-mi. precipitation versus maximum observed 24-hr. 500-sq.-mi. precipitation. 

are selected for analysis on the basis of their hav· 
ing produced large amounts of precipitation. 
There are many cases for each value of W P where 
the precipitation is much smaller and even zero. 
The relation of figure 4-6 could be improved by 
continuing to eliminate the smaller values of pre
cipitation for each dewpoint until there were only 
a few of the maximum values. left. Diagrams 
have been plotted where the data were selected 
on the basis of Wp, say, for the highest persisting 
dewpoint for each year of record for a particular 
month at some station. The corresponding pre
cipitation at the station or at some point upwind 
was plotted as the other parameter. In each case 
the resultant scatter was very nearly random. 

4.5.19 A refinement that would be possible 
'vith more frequent and more closely spaced mois
ture data might result in recognition of consid
erable variation in the Wp of the inflowing air. 

Present practice attributes rainfall variations 
within a storm almost entirely to areal and time 
variations in the storm mechanism. 

4.5.20 The moisture adjustment for storms 
ordinarily has been the same regardless of the 
duration of the precipitation or the size of area. 
Figure 4-7 shows the relation between maximum 
6- and 24-hr. precipitation over 500 sq. mi. for the 
same storms. This data includes all the storms for 
which either preliminary or approved storm 
studies were available. A straight line that could 
be drawn through the data suggests that the prac
tice of using one moisture adjustment for all dura
tions in the same storm is acceptable. Similar 
plots were made with other sizes of area, and also 
by restricting the storms to those of the western 
United States, with the same result. 

4.5.21 To test the effect of size of area on mois
ture adjustment, similar plots were made of the 
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maximum 10-sq. mi. to the maximum 100-, 200-, 
500-, and 10,000-sq.-mi. precipitation for the 6- and 
24-hr. durations. Figure 4-8 shows this relation
ship for the 10-sq.-mi. versus the 500-sq.-mi. pre
cipitation for the 24-hr. duration. The scatter 
about the line of best fit that could be drawn is 
relatively small .. The small scatter and the near
ness to a 45 o line suggests that the high amounts 
of precipitation for small areas come from the 
same storms that produce the high amounts for 
larger. areas and that the same moisture adjust
ment for all sizes of area in a storm is acceptable. 
The slight tendency of a line that might be dra.wn 
through the points of figure 4-8 to be convex up 
instead of straight is believed to be partly ~ prod
uct of bias in selecting the data. The data are 
from storms that covered fairly large areas. An 
attempt to correct for this inherent bias has been 
made by examining the areal distribution of rain
fall that established maximum point values of 
record. The results tend to support a linear rela
tionship between maximum rainfall over areas of 
10 and 500 sq. mi. 

4.6 Storm. transposition 
4.6.1 The maximum observed storm-precipi

tation data adjusted for· maximum moisture 
charge (par. 4.5.1) were plotted on a map (not 
shown) and analyzed. The ana.Iysis allowed the 
largest moisture-maximized precipitation amounts 
to control the isolines within meteorologically 
homogeneous regions. This procedure implies 
transposition (par. 4.1.4) of the precipitation 
value and of the storm itself. The limits of trans
position were determined by considerations of 
topography and of the regions in which similar 
storms have occurred. 
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FIGURE 4-10.-Variation of precipitable water with eleva
tion in a saturated pseudoadiabatic atmosphere having 
a 1,000-mb. temperature of 60° F. (Ratios in percent.) 

4.6.2 Orographic influences are apparently an 
important component of the total storm e:Giciency. 
Transposition of storms in the West must be lim
ited, therefore, to regions of similar orographic 
influences unless t4e various orographic effects can 
be evaluated. No completely satisfactory method 
of evaluating local effects resulting from differ
ences in slope, orientation, exposure, etc., has been 
developed. Consequently, in this report only the 
broad-scale effects of topography were considered. 

4.6.3 In this study each storm considered for 
transposition was examined individua.Ily and lim
its of transposition determined. In a general way 
the criteria considered consisted of the 2-yr. 24-hr. 
precipitation value, the moisture source, the bar
riers to moisture inflow, the broad -scale topogra
phy, and the history of the-regions within which 
similar synoptic sto~s had occurred. In regions 
where data were _sparse, the limits were more lib
e~ally determined. A list of all the storms con
sidered is given in appendix A. 

4.6.4 After the geographical limits of trans
position for the outstanding storms had been 
determined, the observed precipitation amounts 
were adjusted to the maximum observed moisture 



charge (par. 4.5.1). Previous reports prepared 
for specific basins throughout the country and 
generalized estimates prepared for eastern United 
States [1, 24] and for part of California [21] as
sumed that a storm could occur 15 days earlier 
or later without any modification in the storm 
mechanism. In these studies the storms, there
fore, have been adjusted to the maximum observed 
moisture charge within this 30-day period. One 
map (not shown) was prepared using moisture 
adjustments determined within this limitation. 

4.6.5 An alternate procedure would be the ex
amination of each storm and the determination 
of the maximum limits of seasonal transposition 
considered possible. Another map (not shown) 
was developed using this procedure. Each of the 
outstanding storms was examined and the trans
position limits determined, using the criteria men
tioned in paragraph 4.6.3. Figure 4-9 shqws an 
example of the seasonal variation in adjustment 
for the January 19-24, 1943, storm at Hoegee's 
Camp, Calif. . The representative storm dewpoint 
was 57° F. The maximum observed dewpoint on 
the date of occurrence was 61° F.; 15 days earlier 
it was 61.6°; and the maximum dewpoint observed 
within the winter season was 67°. The adjust
ment to maximum moisture charge on the date of 
occurrence is 123 percent; for the maximum mois
ture within 15 days, i~ is 125; and for the maxi
num moisture charge within the "winter season," 
it is 167. Considering the inaccuracies inv:olved in 
the measurement and the selection of the dew
point, reduction to the 1,000-mb. level, and the 
assumptions concerning the moisture distribution 
through the atmosphere, it has been the practice to 
use the nearest whole degree in computing the 
moisture adjustment. Using this convention, the 
adjustment to maximum n1oisture within 15 days 
would be 128 percent. An increase of 1° in the 
maximum observed dewpoint results in a 5-percent 

increase in the moisture adjustment. The increase 
to the maximum winter-season moisture charge re
sults in an increase of approximately 33 percent 
in the moisture adjustment. This variation in ad
justment shows that significant differences can re
sult if different limitations are placed on the sea
sonal transposition of storms. 

4.6.6 For storm ·transposition in mountain
ous regions, assuming that the storm mechanism 
does not vary appreciably from one location to an
other, variations in predpitation must result 
chiefly from differences in available moisture. 
Figure 4-10 shows the percentage of moisture re
maining in saturated layers of different thick
nesses as the elevation increases. These different 
thicknesses of layers woulrl produce different re
ductions in precipitation amounts as elevation 
increased. 

4.6. 7 That available moisture (as estimated 
by present methods) alone does not account en
tirely for precipitation differences in orographic 
regions is indicated by moisture adjustment of 
observed storms. For example, the storm of May 
30-31, 1935, in eastern Colorado, had two centers. 
One center was at an elevation of 3,500 ft., an~ the 
other at about 6,000 ft. The 24-hr rainfall in each 
center was 24.0 in. With the information avail
able, it is impossible to distinguish any difference 
in storm efficiency between the two centers. The 
moisture supply differs only by the depletion rep
resented by the difference in elevations. Trans;
position of these two rainfall centers from one site 
to the other on the basis of moisture adjustment 
alone results in an increase of the high -elevation 
center and a reduction of the low-elevation center. 
The difference between adjusted and observed 
values suggests differences in storm mechanism or 
available moisture that cannot be evaluated on the 
basis of meteorological data and knowledge now 
available. 
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Chapter 5 

GENERALIZATION AND MAINTENANCE OF CONSISTENCY 

5.1 Introduction 
5.1.1 The objectives of this report are to pre

sent generalized estimates of PMP for the United 
States west of the 105th meridian consistent with 
those previously derived for the region east of 
that meridian [1]. Storm transposition is, of 
course, a generalizing procedure involving vary
ing degrees of subjectivity (sec. 4.6). In this 
study generalization was based to a great extent 
on statistical procedures so that the opportunity 
for subjectivity was minimized. Statistical pro
cedures were also used to check the consistency o:f 
the results of H ydrometeoroloqical Report No. 33 
[1] and to insure consistency in the PMP esti
mates presented herein. 

5.1.2 Statistical procedures cannot define a 
maximum value of rainfall. The concept of a 
fixed and definable upper limit of rainfall is based 
on a purely deterministic· view of nature. The 
broad-view approach, which accommodates uncer
tainties, requires establishment of a conventional 
standard based on judgment. Statistical proce
dures, however, lend perspective to the whole 
problem of limit design, provide an objective and 
consistent basis for regional generalization once 
the level of PMP has been agreed upon, and have 
greatly influenced the results of this report. 

5.1.3 In accepting the general level of the 
PMP estimates of Hydrom'eteorological Repon 
No. 33 for the estimates presented in this report, 
it was necessary to develop some parametric rela
tionships. Testing of these relationships involved 
consistency tests not only between eastern and 
western United States but also within each region. 
In addition, it was pertinent to first appraise the 
estimates of Hydrometeorological Report No. 33 
on the basis of certain controlling basic storm data. 

5.2 Appraisal of Hydrometeorological Re
port No. 33 estimates 

5.2.1 Two storms have occurred which sug
gest that the general level of the estimates of 
Hydrometeorological Report No. 33 is too low 
near the 105th meridian and along the Gulf Coast. 
These are the Cherry Creek storm of May 30-31, 
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1935, in eastern Colorado, and the Yankeetown, 
Fla., storm of September 1950. 

5.2.2 There were two intense centers in the 
Cherry Creek storm which were the result of wave 
action along a quasi-stationary front (par. 3.4.4). 
Although there were no official rain gages in the 
major precipitation centers, a "bucket survey," 
conducted shortly after the storm by officials of 
the Engineering Department of the State of Colo
rado, provided many us~ful reports. There were 
several reports of 24 in. of precipitation within 24 
hr. in both centers. Two measurements from this 
"bucket survey" are quoted to show the type of 
measurements of extreme amounts obtained: 

C. 0. Peterson, residing 6 miles south of Elbert, in Sec. 
34, T. 10 S., Range 64 West : Rain began at 5 A.M. on 
May 30th, with an extra hard rain at 12 noon. Ended at 
6 P.M. Two distinct rain storms, the first lasting 2% 
hours, and the second 5% hours. The estimated depth of 
the first rain was 5 inches, total of 24 inches during the 
storm. Measured in a stock tank, 8 ft in diameter with 
24-inch sides, which filled and overflowed. 

Lewis Shook and J. E. Mayer, of the Elbert County 
Bank, which is in Sec. 34, T. 9 S., R 64 W., measured the 
rain. Intense rain· began at 1:30 P.M. May 30th, and 
ended at 4 :30 P.M. There was a total of 24 inches of 
rain measured at Elbert. A standard rain gage with 4'' 
funnel on roof, con~ected by 1;8" tube to graduated glass 
cylinder inside building overflowed. A bucket 12 inches 
deep set outside overflowed from rain which fell after the 
standard gage overflowed. 

5.2.3 Because of the intense precipitation at 
the center of this storm and the many supplemen
tary precipitation amounts from the "bucket sur
vey", it was possible to estimate the average depth 
of precipitation over 10 sq. mi. in 24 hr. to be 22.2 
in. The center was located at 39°36' N., 102°8' W. 
H ydrometeorological Report No. 33 shows the 
PMP at this location to be about 28.2 in. 

5.2.4 The representative 1,000-mb. dewpoint 
of 68°F. for this storm was selected at a point 32'5 
mi. SSE of this center [28]. The moisture ad
justment used for Hydrometeorological Report 
No. 33 was the ratio of theW P for the maximum 
observed dewpoint to the W P for the representa
tive storm dewpoint. 
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FIGURE 5-1.-Probable maximum 24-hr. 10-sq.-mi. precipitation for the west coast as a function of latitude and the 2-yr. 
and 100-yr. 24-hr. precipitation. 

5.2.5 Selection of the maximum observed dew
point requires a determination of the seasonal 
limitations on the adjustment of the storm. The 
assumption used in most previous estimates of 
PMP allowed an adjustment to the maximum dew
point ever observed within 15 days of the date -of 
occurrence. These maximum dewpoints are de
termined from the monthly maps of maximum ob
served dewpoints used in H ydrometeorologiaal 
Report No. 33. If the moisture adjustment were 
computed for the. maximum observed dewpoint 
within 15 days of the end of May, the adjustment 
factor would be 1.48. This would indicate an in
crease in the observed precipitation from 22.2 to 
32.9 in. at the storm location. If a more restric
tive limitation were placed on selection of the 
maximum observed dewpoint, the adjustment 
would be reduced. If the dewpoint for the date of 
occurrence were selected, then the adjustment fac
tor would indicate an increase of 33 percent in the 
observed precipitation, or an increase from 22.2 
to29.6 in. 

5.2.6 The Yankeetown storm of September 
3-7, 1950, was centered at Yankeetown on the west 
coast of Florida. The maximum precipitation 
in this storm was determined from a "bucket 
survey" by the Corps of Engineers about 21h 
months after the storm. This storm was a result 
of a hurricane that moved northward o:ti the west
ern coast of the Florida peninsula. The hurri
cane stalled in its forward movement just after 
crossing the coast of Florida, and then turned and 
moved southward. Its path formed a small loop, 
an unusual though not unprecedented occurrence, 
as the hurricane turned again and moved east
ward, and then northward, passing east of Gaines
ville. For some 18 hr. the center of the hurricane 
was within 20 mi. of Yankeetown. 

5.2. 7 The heaviest precipitation was deter
mined from the "bucket survey", to be 45.23 in. 
for 72 hr. at Yankeetown. This amount was de
termined from computation based on an observa
tion of the amount of precipitation collected in a 
case of soft drink bottles exposed during the 
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10-sq.-mi. precipitation from Hydrometeorological Re
port No. 33 and the mean and standard deviation of the 
annual maximum 24~hr. station precipitation. 

storm. These bottles were reported to have filled 
and then overflowed. The estimated amount of 
precipitation is based only on the amount of pre
cipitation caught in the bottles since no estimate 
could be obtained of the amount that overflowed. 
This amount could possibly be. only a lower limit 
of the actual precipitation. Another source of 
error that cannot be measured is the amount of 
precipitation that would splash into the bottles 
from the ground and the sides· of the case. This 
would have the effect of increasing the amount of 
water in the bottles (splash-in would exceed 
splash -out) and would be opposite in effect to the 
previous source of error. The assumption can be 
made that these two sources of error acting in 
opposite directions tend to cancel. The Hydro
meteorological Section of the Weather Bureau in
vestigated these reports. and accepted the "bucket 
survei' values. The official gage at Cedar Key 
caught about 30 in. in 24 hr. There were other 
substantiating observations. 
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5.2.8 The Corps of Engineers completed a 
study of this storm and determined the 24-hr. 
10-sq.-mi. precipitation to be 38.7 in. [15].' Hy
drometeorological Report No. 33 gives a PMP of 
38.8 in. for this location. The representative dew
point given for this storm is 76°F. [15]. The 
maximum dewpoint for this region at this sea
son of the year is 78°F. The Wp-ratio for these 
dewpoints would indicate an increase in precipi .... 
tation of 10 percent. 

5.2.9 The Yankeetown storm would have little 
or no effect on estimates of PMP for western 
United States unless it were a basis for raising the 
general level of PMP. The Cherry Creek storm 
does raise the question of adjustment in a region 
pertinent to this report, and must be considered 
in that respect. These two storms suggest cor
rections of something like 10 percent for very short 
durations and very small areas. There is consid
erable uncertainty about the short-duration values 
for the Yankeetown and Cherry Creek storms. If 
the data published in Storm Rainfall in the United 
States [15] are accepted, then Hydrometeorologi
cal Report No. 33 should be revised'. If, on the 
contrary, it is believed that the reliability of these 
"bueke.t survey" measurements is subject to doubt, 
then Hydrometeorological Report No. 33 can be 
defended on the basis of reluctance to rely on such 
data for the design of million-dollar structures. 

5.3 Generalization procedures 
5.3.1 PMP estimates based on traditional 

meteorological methods have been made for many 
places in theW est. To meet the needs for general
ization over the region; relations such as that of 
figure 5-1 were developed. Similar relations can 
be made to fit the PMP estimates of Hydro
meteorological Report No. 33 for eastern United 
States, as well as those for other regions. The re
sults of Hydrometeorological Report No. 33 can 
be understood from physical reasoning to be 
related to such parameters as mean annual precipi
tntion, precipitable ·water, distance from the Gulf 
of Mexico (the main source of moisture for precip
itation east of the Rockies), and others. 

5.3.2 The parameters used for estimating 
PMP for the eastern United States, however, may 
not be sufficiently similar to those for PMP esti
mates in the West to insure a consistent, nation
wide general level. Parameters are needed that 
can be transposed nationwide. For example, 
"distance from the Gulf" does not define a corre
sponding parameter for the West, although the 
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physical concept of availability of moisture is 
valid for both regions. Also, relationships for the 
East would not indicate the latitudinal effect ap
plicable to theW est. 

5.3.3 The mean and standard deviation of an
nual m.aximum rainfalls at individual stations are 
parameters that show a good relationship with 
the PMP estimates of H ydrometeorological Re-
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port No. 33. Furthermore, they are available for 
any station having several years of record. Figure 
5-2 is based on the mean and standard deviation of 
the annual maximum 24-hr. rainfalls for 73 sta
tions with more than 20 yr. of record and 291 sta
tions with 10 to 18 yr. of record, and PMP from 
Hydrometeorological Report No. 33. Use of fig
ure 5-2 for estimating PMP in California yielded 
the results shown on the map of figure 5-3. This 
map may he compared with the final map of figure 
6-1. 

5.3.4 The mean of the series of annual maxi-
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mum rainfalls varies very little with sample size. 
Its stability is illustrated in figure 5-4, where 
means of annual maximum daily rainfalls from 
10-yr. records are plotted against the means for 
50-yr. records. Each point represents a long-rec
ord station from which the 10-yr. and 50-yr. seg
ments were taken at random. The small scatter 
indicates that the mean of the annual series is not 
appreciably affected by the addition of 40 yr. to a 
10-yr. record nor by the elimination of 40 yr. from 
a 50-yr. record. 

5.3.5 The standard deviation is more sensitive 
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to the effect of outstanding events than the meah 
is. However, in combination with the mean it may 
not be too sensitive as an estimator of PMP. For 
example, for a mean of 2.0 in. and standard devia-

tions of 10 and 20 in., figure 5-2 yields respective 
PMP values of 22 and 24 in. Thus, in this in
stance, doubling the standard deviation increases 
the PMP only about 10 percent. Even without the 
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standard-deviation parame~r, there is still a good 
relationship between PMP and the mean of the 
annual maximum rainfalls. 

5.3.6 Figure 5-5, based on the same data as 
figure 5-2 (par. 5.3.3), shows the relationship 
between 24-hr. PMP frotn H ydrometeorological 
Report No. 33 and the 2-yr. 24-hr. rainfall for the 
same stations. This good relationship should be 
expected because the mean of the annual series, or 
the slightly lower 2-yr. value, is a measure of 
severe-storm experience, which is an integration 
of the occurrences of the combinations of param
eters that, when extrapola~d and combined 
more critically, are likely to produce PMP. Addi
tion of the standard deviation improves the rela
tionship because, in expressing the variability of 
the annual extremes, most weight is given to the 
events most closely approaching PMP. 

5.3. 7 If it is believed that regional variation 
in the coefficient of variation of annual maximum 
rainfall is largely a· product of sampling vagaries, 
or if it is necessary to estimate PMP in some part 
of the world where the record is too short to give a 
good estimate of the coefficient of variation, an 
average value may be assumed. If average depth
area and average depth-duration relationships are 
also assumed, and the general level of the PMP 
estima~s in H ydrometeorological Report No. 33 is 
taken as a standard, then the relation of figure 5-6 
may be used to approximate PMP. 

5.4 Establishing consistency 
5.4.1 In the physical storm model, the single 

observable result (rainfall) is a function of many 
variables having various and uncertain degrees of 
independence (moisture charge, season, wind pro
file, etc.). An ideal physical model would actu
ally depict the functional relationship between 
rainfall and the factors that produce it, and its 
validity would be demonstrated in reproducing 
historical rainfall and in predicting ·rainfall. 
Aside from this, an extrapolation to PMP would 
require an extrapolation of many of these factors 
beyond the range of observation, plus some 
assumptions about the structure of their relation
ship. One assumption would be that the func
tional relationship occurring with observed 
rainfall would be preserved in the PMP. 
Another assumption would be tha.t the structure 
itself is subject to variation, and 

1
that for PMP 

this structure or functional relationship might 
have a form, or combination of factors, that is 
more critical than has been observed. 

TABLE 5-1.-Ratio of maa:imum observed 24-hour rainfall 
to the mean of the annual ea:tremes tor selected 
stations 

Station 

Elba, Ala._-------------------------------------------
Brawley, Calif. ____ -----------------------------------Hoegee's Camp, Calif ________________________________ _ 
Indio, Calif. ______________________ ------- ____________ _ 
Opid's Camp, Calif._---------------------------------Taylor, Tex. _________ ----- _____________ -- __ ---- ___ -_-_ 
Opaeula, HawaiL ____________________________________ _ 
Hana, HawaiL. __________ -- __________________ ---------
Hakalau Mauka, HawaiL---------------------------
Papaikou, HawaiL __ ------ -----------·- --------------Cherrapunji (Police Sta.), India ______________________ _ 
Cberrapunji (Welsh Sta.), India _____________________ _ 

Max. obs. 
24-hr. rain- Ratio 

fall (in.) 

23.70 
5.07 

26.12 
6. 62 

22.00 
23.11 
25.95 
28.20 
26.40 
23.00 
39.28 
34.50 

6.0 
6.8 
4.1 
5.8 
3.2 
5.6 
6.2 
4.1 
2.4 
2.8 
2.1 
1.5 

5.4.2 Obviously, a very complicated problem 
is presented by th~ suggestion that different com
binations of factors· (each extrapolated some way, 
and having various degrees of dependence with the 
others) be examined. A tremendous job of trial
and-error might be involved, because judgment 
would have to be applied to every plausible combi
nation and degree of extrapolation before all but 
one PMP estimate could be rejected. 

5.4.3 A simpler procedure would be to as
semble the results of many combinations of factors 
that have produced extremely high values of rain
fall (already combined by nature and known to be 
possible) and examine them. This was done by 
expressing the maximum observed 24-hr. rainfall 
in terms of the mean of the annual series for 
hundreds of stations; i.e., as a ratio. This ratio 
includes many of the contingencies and uncertain
ties discussed above, integrated as an expression 
of probUJbility. Out of more than 1,000 station 
records, seventeen showed a ratio greater than 4, 
and five had a ratio higher than 5. The highest 
three ratios ·were 6.0, 6.2, and 6.8. Table 5-1 
shows some of these high ratios, along with related 
da.ta from stations having lower ratios but high 
annual extremes. 

5.4.4 At this point it is pertinent to compare 
the highest ratios of maximum observed 24-hr. 
rainfall to the mean of the annual extremes (table 
5-1) with ratios of 24-hr. PMP from Hydro
meteorological Report No. 33 to the mean of the 
annual extremes (fig. 5-7). The lowest ratio in 
figure 5-7 is 7, which safely envelops the highest 
observed. The ratio increases to about 13 in the 
north, ~tnd to about 18 in the vicinity of Pueblo, 
Colo. To give these ratios of 7, 13, and 18 some 
perspective, it is helpful to find a common denomi
nator that will indicate their relative magnitudes 
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and to consider the reason for the apparent 
regional variation of the ratio. 

5.4.5 The reduced variate is a mathematical 
function of return period, corrected for length of 
record. Figure 5-8 shows the reduced variate of 
the maximum observed 24-hr. rainfall for W ea.ther 
Bureau first-order and other selected stations with 
outstanding maxima. The maximum observed 
rainfalls were excluded from the theoretical com
putations but were placed on the extrapolated 
Gumbel curve to obtain an independent estimate of 
their reduced variates. 

5.4.6 It is to be emphasized that the values of 
the reduced variate are not to be taken literally. 
The sampling error is large, and other distribu
tions would yield different results. However, fig
ure 5-8, based on a consistent and objective analy
sis, does show that there is no noticeable regional 
trand in the return perio<(l (or probability) of 
maximum observed 24-hr. ra,.infall. With this in 
mind, one can only conclude from the data of fig
ure 5-7 that PMP from H ydrometeorological 
Report No. 33 has much. longer return periods 
(lower probability) in the north and west than in 
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the south. Obviously, probability was not con
sidered in the preparation of the PMP estimates 
of Hydrmneteorologwal Report No. 33. 

5.4. 7 It would be interesting at this point to 
consider how a map of 24-hr. rainfall of equal 
probability would compare with the PMP map of 
H ydrmneteorological Report No. 33. The map of 
figure 5-9 is based on a theoretical return period of 
107-yr. More imwrtant than the magnitude of 
return period used is the fact that the map, unlike 
the PMP map of H ydrometeorological Report 
No. 33, shows a relatively steep gradient of rain
fall values from south to north. Any other return 
period or distribution would show a similar 
gradient. 

5.4.8 Figure 5-10 shows the relation of the 
mean of the annual series of maximum observed 
24-hr. rainfalls to: (1) PMP from Hydrometeor-
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ological Report No. 33, (2) 24-hr. rainfallsfor the 
107-yr. return period, and (3) maximum observed 
24-hr. rainfalls for 109 stations in eastern United 
States. The distribution of the PMP values 
shows a smaller percentage range than do either of 
the other two distr1butions. This suggests that 
the high values of Hydrometeorological Report 
No. 33 are too low and/ or the low values are too 
high-a suggestion possibly supported also by 
observed data (sec. 5.2) . 

5.4.9 Only 24-hr. data have been considered 
thus far in this chapter. A frequency analysis of 
hourly data showed probability characteristics 
similar to those of the 24-hr. data. Also, there 
is no apparent tendency for stations with 
extremely heary 1-hr. rainfalls to have extremely 
heavy 24-hr. rainfalls. 



Chapter 6 

PROBABLE MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION WEST OF THE 105TH MERIDIAN 

6.1 Basic precipitation data 
6.1.1 Estimates of probable maximum pre

cipitation (PMP) depend on the amount and qual
ity of data available as well as the methods used 
in the maximizing process. The greatest mass 
of precipitation data available is for the calendar 
day or for the observational day (par. 4.2.6.) 
Large networks of cooperative stations have been 
taking daily observations for periods in ·excess of 
50 years. Excepting about 200 Weather Bureau 
first-order stations, intensities of short-duration 
precipitation have been measured only since about 
1940. Even the current network of precipitation 
stations provides considerably more measure
ments for the calendar day and observational day 
than for the shorter durations. For this reason 
the primary emphasis was placed on develop
ment of estimates of 24-hr. PMP for a point, or 
10 sq. mi. Regional generalization, map smooth
ing, and the transposition of storms, mechanisms, 
or moisture were based on meteorological and sta
tistical considerations ( chs. 4 and.5, respectively). 

6.2 PMP for 24 hr. and 10 sq. mi. 
6.2.1 No distinction was made between point 

rainfall and the average depth over 10 sq. mi. 
(par. 4.2.8). Figure 6-1 shows the 24-hr. PMP 
over 10 sq. mi. for western United States. In
telligent use of the PMP map is fi1eilitated by an 
understanding of the important features of the 
map and the consistency checks used. The map 
was developed on the basis of the results obtained 
by the methods discussed in chapters 4 and 5. 
The map of figure 6-1 is the result of group 
judgment on the general level and the geographic 
variation of PMP values presented. The more 
prominent features of the map are primarily a re
sult of orography. PMP values are generally 
lower on the relatively flat regions at the base of 
most moun~3:ins than on the wind ward slopes. 
Although the western United States has many 
mountain ranges, the degree of generalization nec
essary in a project of this kind permitted show
ing the effects of only the more prominent ranges; 

i.e., the Sierra Nevada, Cascades, Big Horn Moun
tains, etc. There are undoubtedly other moun
tains, say, in northern Nevada, where the PMP 
could be higher for a few small individual basins 
than that shown on the map. Conversely, for lee 
slopes on these mountains and for the intervening 
valleys, the indicated PMP would be an overesti
mate. The regions showing minimum values of 
PMP conform to the large well~ known valleys 
and desert regions; i.e., De-ath Valley, Snake River 
Valley, Great Salt Lake Basin, etc. As with the 
orographic barriers, it was impossible to ·give suffi
cient detail to show a.ll valleys or lee slopes. 

6.2.2 The methods used to develop the PMP 
map of figure 6-1 can be illustrated by considering 
two specific regions and examining some of the 
problems involved in developing the estimates for 
those regions. The Sierra Nevada slopes have 
been the subject of intensive study [21, 29, 30]. 
The orographic separation method used for maxi
mizing is an evolution of the methods used in the 
Sacramento [29] and San ,Joaquin [30] studies. 
It consists of trying to evalua.te separately the 
precipitation from convergence and that from 
orographic influences, to maximize each, and to 
recombine them for estimating PMP. The 
method is now under investigntion by theW eather 
Bureau's Hydrometeorological Section, which is 
in the process of developing generalized estimates 
of PMP for California. 

6.2.3 Another method used for maximizing 
involved the development of a relationship be
tween PMP and 2-yr. 24-hr. precipitation, lati
tude, and 100-yr. 24-hr. precipitation (fig. 5-l). 
Other estimates were obtained by moisture adjust
ment and transposition of storms (chapter 4). 
Several estimates were made using different limi
tations on the seasonal transposition of storms 
(pars. 4.6.4 and 4.6.5). 

6.2.4 The PMP estimates obtained by these 
different methods varied somewhat. The lowest 
estimates were generally provided by storm trans
position limited to 15 days and by the orographic 
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separation method. The highest estimates were 
obtained from adjustment of storms to the maxi
mum moisture charge for the season of occurrence. 
Consistency checks were made of the estimates 
yielded by the various methods. The most accept
able values lay between the extremes. 

6.·2.5 Another interesting problem was the 
PMP for southern Arizona. Application of the 
usual15-day limit to seasonal storm transposition 
resulted in PMP values that were too low with 
respect to other values in adjacent regions such 
as southern California, New Mexico, and to· the 
north. The estimates were therefore increased to 
an acceptable general level on the basis of ( 1) a 
more liberal_ seasonal transposition of the storms 
originally considered transposable to this region, 
( 2) transposition of additional storms to tlus 
region, and (3) the overenvelopment of the mois
ture adjustment and transposed storms to achieve 
results in better agreement with the general level. 
The possibility of hurricane rainfall also influ
enced the selection of the final PMP values .. 

6.2.6 The above examples are typical of the 
problems encountered and the procedures used in 
developing the PMP map of figure 6-1. The gen
eralized estimates presented are intended to show 
the proper general level for large regions and to 
give reasonable envelopment for the majority of 
watersheds. In regions of complex orography 
such as the western United States, it is impossible 
to show exact answers fq:r- an· watersheds. For 
some small watersheds more critically exposed 
than the average watershed, i.e., where there is a 
more critical orientation, steeper slopes, etc., the 
estimates of figure 6-1 tend to be too low. For 
watersheds more sheltered than the average water
shed, i.e., less critically oriented, less slope, etc., 
the estimates of figure 6-1 tend to be too high. 

6.2. 7 Certain general consistency considera
tions should also be discussed to show regions 
where future investigation may indicate that 
changes should be made in the estimates provided 
in this report. Ratios of. PMP to the mean, or 
2-yr. frequency value were discussed in chapter 
5. Similar ratios can be determined for the pres
ent map (fig. 6-1). These values range from a 
low of 4 in the Sierra Nevada and in the Coast 
Rang~ near the Oregon -California border to a 
high of approximately 15 in the intermountain 
region. This variation is largely an expression 
of the effect of orographic barriers. Moisture 
coming from the Pacific Ocean must cross the 
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Sierra Nevada or other barriers before reaching 
the intermountain region. The precipitation of 
moisture by _ orographic lifting of the moist air 
moving eastward, the increasing distance from the 
moisture source, and the lessening chance of en
countering a storm mechanism, all act to decrease 
the frequency of severe storms in the region. This 
lower frequency will give a higher ratio (of ex
treme to the mean) since the ultimate storm poten
tial does not decrease so rapidly as·. the mean. 
Since there are arguments for increasing the PMP, 
and thus the 7 to 1 ratio (fig. 5-7), along the Gulf 
Coast (sec. 5.2 and par. 5.4.8), a more nationwide 
uniformity would suggest that the lower ratios 
of the Far West should be considerably higher 
than 4. This would require an upward revision 
of PMP in the region west of the Cascade-Sierra 
crest beyond what current meteorological proce
dures indicate as reasonable. 

6.2.8 There is, however, no absolute measure 
of consistency. The ratio of PMP to the 2-yr. fre
quency value, as well as other measures of c~n
sistency, must be interpreted. It can be argued 
that the orographic influences on the precipitation 
over major orographic barriers produce heavy 
precipitation with greater frequency and that the 
maximum observed values probably come closer to 
the probable maximum than in nonorographic 
regions. This argument suggests that ratios as 
low as 4 along the west coast are not inappropriate. 

6.2.9 As discussed earlier (par. 4.2.8), there 
is no valid basis for distinguishing within most 
storms between the maximum precipitation at a 
point and the average depth over 10 sq. mi. This 
limitation is equally applicable to the values of 
figure 6-1. These values can be applied to all 
sizes of area between a point and 10 sq. mi. For 
larger areas the appropriate reduction factor from 
figure 6-6 (sec. 6.7) should be applied. 

6.2.10 There are no maximum or minimum 
values indicated in the centers of figure 6-1. The 
lowest value within a low center may be as much 
as an inch lower than the central isoline (sheltered 
valleys and lee slopes), but the safest practice 
would be to take no value lower than that given 
for the central isoline. The highest value within 
a high center may be as high as the next higher 
isoline would indicate if drawn, and would usually 
be on the-very steepest windw:ard slopes. 

6.3 l- to 24-hr. and 6- to 24-hr. rainfall 
ratios. 

6.3.1 The length of record and the density 
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of precipitation data decrease sharply for dura
tions less than 24 hr. For this reason, and because 
the processing of large masses of recorder data 
would be required to determine shorter-duration 
maximum observed rainfalls for many stations 
not already studied, amounts for shorter durations 
were determined partly from statistical relation
ships with the 24-hr. precipitation. Figure 6-2A 
shows the annual series for the 1-hr. vs. 24-hr. 
precipitation for Eureka, Calif. This diagram is 
representative of the scatter in the 1- to 24-hr. 
ratio for individual stations. Similar diagrams 
were plotted for several stations in western united 
States, with the scatter being sometimes worse 
and sometimes better than that of figure 6-2A. 
Figure 6-2B shows a similar scatter between the 
6- and 24-hr. precipitation for the same station. 
In neither diagram is there any indication that the 
magnitude of the 24-hr. amounts has any effect on 
the ratios. 

6.3.2 Weather Bureau Technical Paper No. 
~8 [31] provides a convenient means for general
izing relations like those of figure 6-2. The 1- to 
24-hr. and 6- to 24-hr. ratios were computed for 
both the 2-yr. and 100-yr. return period values and 
plotted on maps. Examination of these two sets 
of maps (not shown) showed no consistent bias 
indicating that magnitude had any effect on the 

ratio. Since the sampling error was smaller in 
the data used for the ratio map based on the 2-yr. 
return period than on the 100-yr., precipitation 
for the 2-yr. return period was used to develop the 
final ratio maps. In addition to the scatter that 
was apparent for individual stations, there was 
some random geographical variation, which was 
smoothed in analyzing the maps. 

6.3.3 The ratios developed are. based on be
tween-storm relationsl).ip. Briefly, this means 
that the 2-yr. 1-hr. rainfall value does not neces
sarily come from the same storm that produced 
the 2-yr. 24-hr. amount. This is also true of the 
PMP. The short-duration amounts are often the 
result of short-duration small-area intense storms. 
The PMP for durations in excess of 6 hr. may 
usually be expected to come from a general storm 
producing large amounts over hundreds of square 
miles. Also, the ratios are between amounts of 
the same frequency. For PMP, the 1-, 6-, and 24-
hr. amounts may have different frequencies. Al
though this introduces an error, the change in 
precipitation amount for a large increase in return 
period becomes increasingly smaller as the return 
period increases. There -is no method for ascer
taining the magnitude of this error since there is 
no way of ascertaining the frequency of the PMP, 
but it is believed to be negligible. 
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6~4 PMP for 1 hr~ and 10 sq. mi. 
6.4.1 Table 32 of Hydrometeorological Re

port No. 5, "Thunderstorm Rainfall" [32] gives 
10 in. as the maximum observed 1-hr. point rain
fall for the United States. This table antedated 
the Holt, Mo., storm of June 22, 1947, and was 
evidently compiled before investigation of the 
Campo, Calif., storm of August 12, 1891 (pars. 
6.4.4-6.4.11) had been completed. In the discus
sion of maximum thunderstorm rainfall there are 
many references to limitations of knowledge, most 
of which still exist. The rather forthright ad
mission that little could be done for estimating 
1-hr. point PMP aside from enveloping the record 
still applies. In the less than 15 yr. since prepara
tion of "Thunderstorm Rainfall" the 10-in. maxi
mum for 1 hr. has been exceeded substantially. It 
is possible that the 1-hr. PMP values presented 
herein may also be exceeded at a few places in the 
near future. · 

6.4.2 The first approximation to PMP for 1 
hr. was made by applying the 1- to 24-hr. ratio 
(sec. 6.3) to the 24-hr. PMP. The estimates pre
pared from this method were compared with the 
maximum amounts observed in western united 
States and other sections of the country. This 
comparison resulted in some modification of the 
estimates. The observed maxima having the 
greatest influence on the modification of the ratio
derived estimates are discussed below. ·The final 
estimates are shown in figure 6--3. 

6.4.3 Some of the maximum rainfall intensi
ties observed in the United States are: 1.23 in. in 
1 min. at Unionville, l\Id., on July 4, 1956; 12.0 in. 
in 42 min. at Holt, Mo., on June 22, 194 7; 11.50 
in. in 80 min. at Campo, Calif., on August 12, 
1891 ; and the 8.0 in. observed in 45 min. at Fort 
Mojave, Ariz., on August 28, 1898. These values 
are considered to approach the upper limit of pre
cipitation for durations up to 1 hr. With these 
observed values as a base, the 1-hr. amounts of 16 
to 17 in. resulting from application of the average 
1- to 24-hr. ratio in southeastern New Mexico were 
considered excessive. These estimates were low
ered to a maximum of s]ightly in excess of 14 in. 

6.4.4 In southern California the maximum 
observed short-duration amount is the 11.50 in. 
in 80 min. at Campo. This value defines a lower 
limit of the PMP for 1 hr. The amount of pre
cipitation in ·this storm is greater than the esti
mate obtained by applying the local 1- to 24-hr. 
ratio to the estimates of the 24-hr. PMP for 10 
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sq. mi. To envelop this storm and the 8.00 in. at 
Fort Mojave, the 1-hr. PMP over southern Cali
fornia and Arizona was increased to 12 in. 

6.4.5 The magnitude of the 1-hr. 10-sq.-mi. 
PMP over the southern portion of western United 
States is greatly influenced by five storms: Campo, 
Calif., Holt, Mo., Fort Mojave, Calif., Chiatovich 
Flat, Calif., and· Palmetto, Nev. Because of the 
importance of these storms, the validity of the re
ported rainfalls was re-investigated. Campo is 
near the Mexican border of California on a pla
teau ESE of San Diego at an elevation of 2,500 
ft. There is no evidence of any local orographic 
influences. The observation was. taken by S. E. 
Gaskill, a regular volunteer observer of the Sigmil 
Service (which preceded the Weather Bureau as 
the nation's meteorological service). Examina
tion of a photocopy of the original observation 
form showed that the shower started at 11 :40 a.m. 
and ended at 1 :00 p.m. with the amount of pre
cipitation recorded as 11.50 in. 

6.4.6 According to the . observer's written 
notes the overflow cylinder of the gage overflowed 
twice, and an unknown portion of the precipita
tion was lost. In the observer's own words : 

On the 12th of August had a Cloud burst. One heavy 
thunder cloud came up and rained about 30 minutes verry 
hard raised the watters in the streams flood high by the 
gague. I could not tell it was running over. I emtied it 
and then another cloud came up and the one that had 
part pased over drew back and the two came together 
and it poured down whole watter nearly. ·I went to the 
gague again in 30 minutes and it was running over and 
the reservoir was nearly half full. I emtied it out of the 
gague and did not Stop to measure the reservoir and 
after the shower was over I went out to measure the 
watter and the gague was gone caried off by the flood. 
It was exciting times with Us about that time. 

A few days later, August 25, 1891, -Mr. Gaskill 
wrote to Sacra.mento for a replacement rain gage. 
... the 12th of August when we had a watter spout and 
rained in 60 minutes the gague twice full and soon after 
I emptied the gague the second time the watter rose so 
rapidly that the gague was carried off in the great flood 
of watters we had all we could do to save our selves. I 
did not report to your before because I thought probably 
I might find the gague but I have made several diligent 
searches and connot fint it. After I emtied the gague 
the second time it rained about 30 minutes longer which 
I did not have any means of measuring a-s everything was 
afloat. 

6.4.7 On September 27, 1923, a letter from a 
Mr. A. Campbell to the Weather Bureau Official 
in Charge at San Diego helped verify the Campo 
storm. In his letter Mr. Campbell, a resident of 
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Campo in 1891, who also observed this storm, tes
tified as to the integrity and intelligence of the 
observer and as to the intensity of the storm. He 
described the storm as "deafening'' with tremen
dous thunder and lightning, and over Campo ( llh 
miles from his house) it was black as midnight. 
(He observed only about 3 in. of rain at his sta
tion). He wrote: 

The center of the storm was the Campo Store and station 
and south to the Mexican line into Tecate Valley, a stretch 
of about 3 miles. They had a blacksmith and wagon 
repair shop in Campo and it carried wagon beds, old 
wheels, an<1: old iron for miles down the Canyon below a 
clean sweep of everything loose around. I was in many, 
and many a thunderstorm on the desert and on the moun
tains around here but this beat everything. Two years 
ago we had one in Campo lasting 2 hours and measuring 
7.10 inches. 

6.4.8 There are other verifications of a storm 
of very heavy intensity occuring at Campo on this 
date. A search of old newspaper files disclosed 
reports of the occurrence of a very severe storm, 
in which even anvils were overturned and 
wrenched from their blocks in the flood. Roads 
were reported to be. impassable for several days. 
In the 1908 Monthly Weather Review, page 259, 
Prof. McAdie, after a personal investigation, re
ferred to the storm as "a well authenticated case 
of a cloudburst." 

6.4.9 Few persons ever see two clouds come 
together as reported by the Campo observer. 
Those who scoff at such a statement are inclined 
to discredit other statements of the observer, in
cluding the amount of rain he reported. It is 
noteworthy that recent sferics and radar data 
confirm a number of instances of clouds coming 
together, particularly in connection with very 
heavy rains. 

6.4.10 Early in the 1940's the Hydrometeor
ological Section conducted an investigation of the 
Campo storm. The considerable correspondence 
in their files indicates a truly exhaustive search 
for data. One of the uncertainties of the meas
urement is the size of the gage. The gage was an 
official gage probably very much like the current 
standard 8-in. gage but not necessarily identical. 
The gage diameter may have been 6 in. instead of 
8. The Hydrometeorological Section study re
sulted in the conclusion that the events in the 
storm were as follows: 

"Rained 30 minutes 
"Collecting tube full and running over

Gaskill emptied it. 

"Rained 30 minutes more 
"Collecting tube full, reservoir half full. 
"Gaskill emptied the collecting tube again. 
"Rained 30 minutes more 
"Gaskill went to the gage and found that it 

had disappeared, washed away by the flood. 
"The reservoir was 'nearly half full', before 

he removed the gage to empty it." 
6.4.11 The preponderance of evidence sug

gests that the amount of precipitation reported by 
the observer at Campo for August 12, 1891, is a 
valid observation of the precipitation. There are 
several things not mentioned that might indicate 
that the amount eould be only a lower limit for 
the true maximum precipitation that fell in the 
storm. Thunderstorms which produce large 
amounts of precipitation are often accompanied 
by high winds. If this were the case during the 
Campo storm, the gage catch would certainly be 
deficient (par. 2.5.5). Furthermore, considering 
the random occurrence of the precipitation cen
ters in thunderstorms, it would be purely by 
chance that the heaviest precipitation of the 
Campo storm occurred over the gage. 

6.4.12 The other severe storm having a great 
influence in the evaluation of the 1-hr. PMP is 
the Holt, Mo., storm of June 22, 1947. The larg
est amounts in this storm were determined from 
a "bucket survey" conducted by the Corps of En
gineers [33]. The central value of 12.0 in. in 42 
min. was measured in a straight-sided bucket. 
There were two reports which gave the duration 
as exactly 42 min.~ and other reports indicated 
40 to 45 min. At another location one-quarter 
mile away, another measurement in a paint can 
yielded approximately 12.12 in. between about 
7 :30 p.m. and about 8 :25 p.m. Other observa
tions taken at the same time confirm the severity 
and brief duration. A thorough analysis of the 
meteorological features of this storm has been 
published [34]. 

6.4.13 The report on the 12.0-in. 42-min. ob
servation is quoted in part: 

... Heavy rain began between 7 P.M. and 7:35P.M. on 
22nd, ended about 8.20 P.M. on 22nd. Holt Creek was out 
of its bank in about 10 minutes after the storm started. It 
was 4 feet, or more, higher than-it had ever been known 
before. On the west side of the town, there is a water
shed which is about ~ of a mile back to the ridge from 
the town. BetWeen the railroad track and the water
shed, a distance of about 400 feet, the water was in 
each house as much as 2 or 3 feet deep. Observer 
stated that the rain occurred in about 45 minutes. His 
wife has timed it and said it was exactly 42 minutes. 
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Measurements were made in a buc~{et, 11 inches across 
and 14 inches deep, vertical side. Good exposure. Ob
server was positive that the bucket was empty before the 
storm on the 22nd. 

6.4.14 Brief mention should also be made of 
the storm that occurred at Fort Mojave, Ariz., 
on Augu&t 28, 1898. A description of the storm 
written by the observer is published in the Climate 
and Orop Service for August 1898 [35] : 

On the 28th we had the biggest rain in 10 or 15 years, 
and to my regret, between the rain and furious wind, 
my rain gage was upset. To give an idea of the amount 
of rain that fell, and which lasted only 45 minutes, I 
had a wash tub set out on the mesa, clear of e\-erything, 
and the water, after the rain, measured 8 inches. 

6.4.15 The occurrence of outstanding thun
derstorm rainfall at Fort Mojave and of other 
severe storms throughout Arizona is believed to 
justify transposition of th:3 Campo storm 
throughout the entire region south of the first 
major orographic barrier (par. 3.3.6). North of 
this barrier there is less chance of an adequate 
moisture supply for cloudbursts of the magnitude 
of the Campo sterm. In some very rare instances, 
however, it might be possible for a temporary de
gree of stability to keep the storm mechanism from 
develvping to release precipitation until a high 
moisture content had been built up. This is simi
lar in concept to the moist air moving from the 
Gulf of Mexico northward to the Dakotas. The 
buildup of a high moisture content in the Great 
Basin, however, would be of rarer occurrence. 

6:4.16 A relatively recent ob:Jervation that 
greatly influenced the 1- and 6-hr. PMP isolines in 
the vicinity of the California-Nevada border was 
that reported in "Desert Flood Conditions in the 
White Mountains of California and N evada'5 [36]. 
The measurement was made by Mr. D. Powell, a 
graduate student in geography at the University 
of California, on Chiatovich Flat (about 37°43' 
N., 118°17' W.) on the ean.~t slope of the White 
Mountains in California. The above publ~cation 
reports the observation as follows : 

The heavi~t precip;tation a~curately recorded any
where in the general area occurred on 19 July 1955, when 
more than 8 inches of rain fell in slightly more- than two 
hours on Chiatovich Flat, on the east fl.a11k of the north
ern White Mountains. The catch was made in a portable 
rain gage. It was purely accidental ; the observer haP
pened to be in the area, happened to have a por.tahle rain 
gage, and carried :t to the Flat on the chance that a 
heavy rain might fall. 

6.4.17 The Palmetto, Nev., storm of August 
11, 1890, (par. 3.3.6) provides additional evi
dence of cloudbursts in the vicinity of the lower 
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California-Nevada border. The Palmetto station 
was then at a. mining camp located about 37°27. N., 
117°42' W. ·at an altitude of about 6,700 ft. in the 
Silver Peak Mountains. All available evidence 
appears to indicate that the reported 1-hr. 8.80-in. 
measurement on the 11th and another o:f 8.60 in_. 
in 11;'2 hr. on the 7th are greatly in error. The 
total rainfall reported for August was 24.00 in. 
Since the mean a-nnual precipitation in the region 
is of the order of 5 in., there is a possibility that the 
substitute observer making the observations dur
ing that month was neglecting to apply the 0.1 
reduction factor to the measuring stick readings. 
This possibility was mentioned in a letter written 
by the regular observer, Mr ~ William Oothout, Jr., 
on November 6, 1890, to Capt. James- Allen, 3d 
Ca-valry, U.S. Army, who was apparently in 
charge of the meteorological station network for 
that region. The letter, which also describes the 
storms of August 7th and 11th is quoted in part: 

Your favor of Sept. 26 relative to the excessive rainfall 
at Palmetto during August of this year reached me by 
today's mail. 

During the major part of August I was absent from 
Palmetto and the weather repor·t for that month was made 
out by my bookkeeper, whom, I have no doubt made the 
mistake of not dividing his measurements by ten. 

The precipitation on the 7th and llt.h came rather from 
a "waterspout" or "cloudburst" than from anything re
sembling a rainstorm. On the 11th two intensely black 
thunder clouds appeared over the crests of the surround
ing mountains. One approaching from the North the other 
from the East. At u short distance f-rom the camp these 
clouds seemed to join and rush with extraordinary swift
ness towards Palmetto. The clouds, or better the rasult
ant cloud, was riven with lightenings and the air became 
filled with a terrific roar above which the thunder seemed 
hardly audible. A steady column of water- poured down, 
excavating a trench about 500 feet long and varying from 
zero to seven feet in depth and in place twenty feet in 
width. This "waterspout" pa~sed almost directly over the 
little shelter where my thermometers stand and on the 
roof of which is fastened the rain guage. Before ten min
utes had elapsed the entire lower part of the valley of Pal
metto was 2 to 3 inches under water and the canon leading 
to Fish Lake Valley was a seething torrent from hill side 
to hill side. Every vestage of the stage roa<! was com
pletely obliterated for a distance of nine miles although 
the ·rain fall extended but little beyond Palmetto camp. 
Trees werE'! rooted up and many holes and washes dug that 
measure over four feet in depth. The cloudburst on the 
7th of August was very much the same as the one just de-
scribed with the exception that it seemed to come from 
one cloud only. This cloud apparently touched the ground 
and rolled down the mountain side in a straight line from 
where my rain guRge is situated. The rain seemed to 
cover more ground however and extended some what 
further to the West and N. West. 
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6.4.18 The description of the August 11 storm 
given in the letter quoted immediately above cer
tainly indicates a cloudburst. Furthermore, the 
resultant flood and damage described could 
hardly be associated with a 1-hr. rainfall of 0.88 
in., especially in this arid region. In his letter 
Mr. Oothout states that he was a way for the 
major part of August. Although his letter con
tains no definite statement as to his presence or 
absence from the camp on the 11th, his very vivid 
description of that storm suggests that he may 
have been in camp on that date and may have 
made the observation himself. One cannot, of 
course, be certain that he did. Nevertheless, the 
description of the storm and the resultant flood 
and damage befits a rainfall intensity much closer 
to the reported 1-hr. amount of 8.80 in. than to 
the supposedly corrected value of 0.88 in. While 
the reported intensity was not used directly. in 
deriving 1-hr. PMP, the observation did influ
ence the construction of the 1-hr. PMP isolines of 
figure 6-3 in the vicinity of the lower California
Nevada border. 

6.4.19 The low PMP center (fig. 6-3) west 
of Salt Lake City and covering the Salt Lake 
watershed is not a clearly defined center. In this 
entire intermountain region there are valleys and 
watersheds that are cut off from the usual s0urces 
of moisture. Some of them are so small that they 
are only identifiable on quadrangle maps, which 
are of relatively large scale. Others are larger 
and can be identified from the smaller-scale 
aeronautical· charts. Even if it were possible to 
pinpoint all these valleys and watersheds, the 
knowledge and understanding of the proce~ses 
that produce the 1-hr. PMP are so limited that 
applicable variations could not be defined ade
quately. 

6.4.20 The low center west of Salt Lakr~ City 
(fig. 6-3) is an example of one place where it is 
possible to indicate an isolated center. The few
ness of isolated centers and the smoothness of the 
isolines on the 1-hr. PMP map may be reflections 
of presumed limited effect of orography 0n short
duration rainfall. They may also be intPrpreted 
as indications of willingness to admit lack of un
derstanding of the causes of variations in 1-hr. 
precipitation. 

6.5 PMP for 6 hr. and 10 sq. mi. 
6.5.1 The 6-hr. PMP map (fig. 6-4) was 

developed mostly by applying the 6- to 24-hr. 
ratio to the 24-hr. PMP map (fig. 6-1) and com-
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paring the results with appropriate averages of 
the 1- and 24-hr. amounts. The 6-hr. 10-sq.-mi. 
PMP was in part also derived by moisture ad
j:~stment, and storm transposition; i.e., · in the 
same manner 24-hr. PMP was obtained. Since 
many of the outstanding storms occurred before 
1940, centers of heaviest ·precipitation were 
us·ually completely devoid of recording-gage data. 
The assignment of shorter durations to observa
tional-day amounts was based on observers' re
:rnarks concerning the times of beginning and end
ing of the precipitation and on analyses of the 
associated meteorological situations. Moisture 
adjustment and transposition of storms in
creased the ratio-computed values in the region 
east of the Continental Divide. 

6.5.2 The 6- to 24-hr. ratio was discussed in 
section 6.3. The averaging of 1- and 24-hr. 
amounts to determin~ the 6-hr. value is the result 
of an investigation reported in Weather Bureau 
Technical Paper No. 28 [31]. This investigation 
indicated a relationship between precipitation 
amounts for varions durations. The equation, 
( P 6) =A ( P 24) + B ( P 1) , was examined. In this 
equation, A,. and B are empirical constants, and 
P 24, P6, and P1 are the 24-, 6-~ and 1-hr. precipita
tion amounts for a particular return period. The 
coefficients were determined to be : A= lh, and 
B = lh. This relationship ·was tested using data 
for 60 Weather Bureau first-orde1· stations scat-
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tered throughout the United States. Figure 6-5 
shows the results of this test for the 2-yr. return 
period. The same problems discussed in relation 
to the applicability of the 6- a.nd 24-hr. ratio based 
on the 2-yr. return period are pertinent to the use 
of the mean of the 1- and 24-hr. amounts. Tests 
similar in nature to those described earlier have 
been applied with the same results. 

6.5.3 Moisture adjustment of historical 
storms produced only one storm that had any 
effect on the magnitude of the 6-hr. P~fP map 
der.ived from ratios. This was the Cherry Creek 
storm of May 30-31, 1935, discussed in paragraphs 
5.2.1-5.2.5. Though that discussion 'vas related 
solely to 24-hr. amounts, similar arguments apply 
to the 6-hr. values, though ·with less validity since 
the time distribution of the total storm precipita
tion is uncertain. The accepted value [15] for 
the maximum 6-hr. average depth over 10 !?q. mi. 
is 20.6 in. Adjusting this value to the maximum 
observed moisture charge within 15 days of the 
storm date yields 30.5 in. Adjustment to maxi
mum observed moisture charge for the date of oc
currence r~ults in a value of 27.4 in. The adopted 
PMP for 6 hr. and 10 sq. mi. at the storm site 
is 24.4 in. 

6.5.4 The degree of smoothness for the 6-hr. 
map lies between the degrees of s1noothness in the 
1-hr. and 24-hr. maps. This is an expression of 
the increasing importance of orography as th~ 
duration increases from 1 to 6 hr. If there were 
no topography, the occurrence of precipitation 
centers would be random and their movement 
would depend only on the },nteractions of the 
atmosphere. As mentioned earlier, a 1-hr. thun
derstorm can occur at any point with little regard 
to the local· topography. As the duration in
creases, even though only from 1 to 6 hr., the 
persistence of a storm mechanism in one place, or 
the recurrence of a storin mechanism, becomes 
more dependent on topography. 

6.5.5 An example illustrating the map
smoothing problem may help in applying the data 
on the PMP maps. The 6-hr. PMP map (fig. 6-4) 
is very flat over the vast plateau of northern 
Nevada and portions of adjoining States, showing 
values ranging from 8 to 10 in. The 10-in. values 
apply to windward slopes of mountain.:;, such as 
the 'Varner Range in ~lodoc County in northeast
ern California. The 8-in. values apply to the flat
ter terrain typifying much of the region. vVhile it 
would be possible to draw for prominent features 
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such as the Warner Range, it would be impracti
cable to draw for lesser and more isolated moun
tains. Current knowledge of precipitation
producing processes ( ch. 1) is too limited to 
justify the construction of exact and detailed 
isolines of PMP for each topographic feature. 

6.5.6 It is known from observation and study 
of records that prominent mountains "set off," or 
"trigger," storms that produce precipitation 
several miles down wind from the crests (sec. 2.3). 
This may be more of an expression of frequency 
than of intensity. The air flm·Y that carries rain
fall centers downwind from the mountains tends 
to disperse the rain-both in time and in space. 

6.6 Minimum recurrence interval. 
6.6.1 Storage problems raise the question of 

how soon a major storm may be followed by an
other major storm. While durations exceeding 24 
hr. are beyond the scope ·of this report, it was 
convenient, while collecting the necessary basic 
data, to compile a list of a few situations of heavy 
24-hr. rainfalls followed in a few days by ad
ditional heavy falls. A few of these situations are 
listed in table 6-1. 

6.6.2 One would naturally suspect that the 
greater the storm-rainfall intensity, the longer the 
time required to replenish the precipitated mois
ture and, hence, for a storm of comparable 
intensity to recur. While there is a tendency for 
persistence in weather, rna j or storms are rare 
events that, in a sense, may be regarded as excep
tions to persistence. Therefore, while it is phys
ically possible for outstanding storms to repeat 
at intervals of so1nething like 4 or 5 days, there 
is relatively little probability of the occurrence of 
such a series; and the longer the series, the smaller 
the probability. No attempt was made to 9olve 
this problem. Table 6-1 merely shows what has 
happened in various parts of the western United 
States. Its data suggests that the assumption of 
a minimum recurrence interval of 4 to 5 days for 
rainfa.Il of PMP or approximate magnitude 
would be reasonable. 

6. 7 -Depth-area relations 
6.7.1 There are two basic types of depth-area 

relationships: (1) storrn-centered relations, and 
( 2) geographically fixed curves. The area reduc
tion relation in thiH report (fig. 6-6) is storm
centered. The highest PMP values for·any point, 
or 10 sq. mi., within a probJem watershed should 
be used in applying the reduction from the depth
area curves. This is consistent with the method 



TABLE 6-1.-Time intervals between some closely spaced 
major storms (Daily precipitation in inches) 

November 1909 
Pacific Northwest 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

------------ -
Rattlesnake Creek, 

Idaho_--------------- ------ ------ 3. 20 1.80 1.10 3. 90 7.00 
Grand Forks, Idaho ____ 0 1. 98 2.08 2.05 .05 2.22 .93 0.65 
Snowshoe, Mont_ ______ .11 3. 81 3.15 .09 .13 2.05 2.11 2.4/i 
Quinault, Wasn ________ 1.90 5.50 2.00 . 61 .15 3. 74 3.05 .49 
Happy Home, Oreg ____ .34 1. 72 1.60 2.18 .44 6.84 4.38 1. 64 

February-March 1919 
Idaho 

25 26 27 28 2 3 
------------

Soldier Creek ________________ 0. 56 2.25 T 0. 25 0.10 1. 3ii 0.10 Sheep Hill ___________________ .67 1. 80 .06 . 53 .66 1. 79 .17 
Cottonwood Creek ___________ 1.19 1. 30 T .11 1.17 1. 33 . 25 Boulder Mine ________________ .46 1. 51 .15 .40 .58 1. 52 .28 

New Mexico 
September 1941 

21 22 23 24-27 28 29 
-----------1------------
Ancho______________________ ________ 1. 70 2. 90 0.10 0 2. 55 2. 53 Arabela _____________________________ 2. 40 4. 74 0 0 2. 41 1. 55 
Bell Ranch_________________________ . 58. 5. 00 . 62 0 1. 70 2. 00 
White Sands_---------------------- 3. 83 1. 48 0 0 1. 35 2. 62 

Oklahoma 
May 1943 

8 9 10 11 12-161 17 18 19 

MiamL== ~ i:. 50 -0- 3. 30 0. 20 --0.12.95 o. 90 ~ 
Vinita ___________ 0 1.24 .60 7.03 .68 0 3.68 3.26 2.49 

November 1950 
California 

16 17 IS 19 20 21 
-----------!·-·-----------
Blue Canyon ________ ---------------- 2. 60 3. 23 6. 80 I. 43 8. 56 1.13 
DeepCreekPowerHouse ___________ 2.73 1.44 7.37 2.52 6.41 3.08 
Highland ___ ------------------------- 3. 95 I. 98 11.91 2. 84 4. 47 .15 
Eoda Springs ___ --------------------- 2. 63 1. 91 5. 60 1. 28 6. 13 . r,o 

December 1955 
California 

_______ , __ 16_ 1~ ~ ~~~ __:_ __::__/__::_ 

Blue Canyon ___________ 0. 97 1. 24 2. 32 5. 81 2. 11 5.19 7. 44 5. 92 
Brush Creek_.--------- . 35 . 66 1. 69 4. 44 4. 33 . C3 8. 68 3. 25 
Cazadero _______________ 3.52 0 3.30 7.95 1.10 4.45 IJ.75 3.53 
Wri~hts ________________ .02 .30 .70 9.33 1.25 1.20 3.9311.09 
Strawberry Valley_____ 1.13. . 60 3. 04 8. 42 3. 83 i 2. 55 9. 50 7.150 

used in deriving the relation and with the prac
tice of allowing the storm isohyetal pattern of the 
P~IP to be oriented over the watershed in the most 
critical manner possible. 

6.7.2 The frequency-derived, geographically
fixed~ area-reduction curves of Weather Bureau 
Technical Paper No. 29 [37] are based on d.iffer
ent parts of different storms instead of on the 
highest amounts surrounding the storm centers. 
Since the area is geographically fixed, its precipi
tation stations measure rainfall sometimes near 
the storm center, sometimes on the outer edges, 
and somEtimes in between the two. The a verag-

ing process results in their peing typically flatter 
than the storm-centered curves of figure 6-6. 
This is understandable considering that such 
curves are steeper near the centers of storms. 
Each type of curve is appropriate for its respec
tive application-one for design on a frequency 
basis, and the other for PMP. 

6.7.3 One might expect the depth-area curves 
to vary with magnitude; i.e., to be steeper for the 
rarer and more outstanding storms. Although 
there is apparently theoretical justification for 
this, both from the statistical and meteorological 
views, empirical tests are not conclusive. In some 
tests there is ·a slight tendency in the direction ex
pected, while others show no such tendency. The 
variation is well within the limits to be expected 
because of observational and processing errors. 
Accordingly, the depth -ai~ea curves of figure 6-6 
are based on average depth-area data. 

6. 7.4 Except for very large areas and long 
durations, it has been the practice in using PMP 
data to assume that the depth -area., or storm, pat
tern would be oriented in the most critical manner 
over a watershed. This is a more conservative 
assumption than merely taking an observed storm 
pattern adjust~d upward to PMP, but with nQ 
change in its orientation or configuration. Within 
the scope of this report, the former practice is rec
ommended, even where orographic influences may 
be appreciable. 

6.8 Depth-duration relations 
6.8.1 Figure 6-7 shows a. generalized dura

tion-interpolation relationship for determining 
rainfa.ll amounts for durations from 1 to 24 hr. 
when the values im: 1, 6, and 24 hr. are known. 
This diagram was derived from large observed 
values as described in Weather Bureau Technical 
Paper No. 28 [31] and No. 29 [37]. While there 
may be regional variation in this type of relation 
as applied to PMP, it has not been possible to eval
uate it. For the purpose of generalizing, the dia
gram of figure 6-7 is believed to be as good as ·any 
available for application to PMP. 

6.8.2 It is pertinent to distinguish between 
the 6-hr. PMP and the maximum 6-hr. increment 
that \Yould occur during, say, a 2'1-hr. PMP. 
The same idea applies, of course, to other dura
tions. The 6· hr. PMP might occur at one time of 
year, and the maximum 6-hr. increment oi the 
24-hr. PMP might occur at a different time of 
year. To generalize on this problem would re
quire a rather laborious study of seasonal varia-
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FIGURE 6-6.-Depth-area, or area-reduction, curves. 

tion in PMP. Until this can be done, the distinc
tion between the total-storm and partial-storm 
6-hr. durations must be 'rieglected. 

6.8.3 For durations up to 24 hr., there is no 
consistent, or typical, chronological distribution 
of precipitation in outstanding storms. This is 
discussed in Weather Bureau Technical 'PaperNo. 
29, Part 3 [38]. -Therefore, as with the areal 
pattern (par. 6.7.4), instead of distributing 
the increments of PMP according to an observed 
storm sequence, the use of the most critical se
quence of PMP increments is recommended as 
being more conservative. With area, and with 
duration, in applying a synthetic storm to a water
shed, it is important to make sure that none of the 
area or duration increments exceeds PMP for the 
area or duration concerned. 

6. 9 Evaluation of results 
6.9.1 The maps and diagrams of this report 

are largely an expression of a consensus of meteor
ological and statistical judgment on the general 
level of PMP in western United States and on 
methods for regional generalization. The isolines 
of PMP shown in this report are based partly on 
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computations of PMP at specific stations, storm 
centers, and coordinate intersections, and partly 
on methods of interpolation. These methods of 
interpolation included consideration o£ ·storm 
transposition, moisture sources, and major topo
graphic features as influences on moisture move
ment and on storm mechanism. Greatest reliance 
probably was placed on an integration of these 
elements as expressed in the regional pattern of 
rainfall-intensity frequency. Accordingly, it is 
pertinent to consider the magnitude of statistical 
error inherent in rainfall-frequency analysis. 

6.9.2 An illustration of the variability of pre
cipitation and the uncertainty in evaluating the 
magnitude of error that is possible in estimates of 
extreme events is that mentioned by Hershfield 
and Wilson [39]. The 100-yr. 24-hr. values in 
Iowa, a plains area of 50,000 sq. mi., vary from 
less than 5 in. to nearly 8 in. among 70 stations 
having average record length of more than 50 
yr. Except for a very slight general trend across 
the State, no reasonable causes could be assigned 
to this variation. There are no mountains or large 
bodies of water. The average value of 6.0 in. may 
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be a better estimate for any place in the State 
than many of the indh idual statior. records would 
yield singly. 

6.9.3 In regions of rugged topography, the 

estimates of even the more common frequencies 
are subject to considerable geographical sampliag 
error. An ex>tmple of this can be found in Los 
Angeles County, Calif., an area of 4,071 sq. mi., 
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where the elevation varies from 1,000 ft.· to more 
than 9,000 ft. within 15 mi. Generalized maps of 
the 2-yr. 1-hr. precipitation for this region were 
developed [31, 40] utilizing 30 stations in Los An
geles County. In 1958, data for 7 4 additional 
stations in this region were obtained. Figure 6-8 
shows a comparison of the 2-yr. 1-hr. rainfalls 
computed from the records of these additional 
stations and the amounts estimated from the gen
eralized rna ps. The scatter is the result of several 
factors. One is the sampling error in estimating 
the value over rugged topography with a limited 
length of record. Another is the error introduced 
by the smoothing process in developing general
ized charts. The values obtained from each 
method, however, are still only estimates of the 
true value of the 2-yr. 1-hr. amount. This scatter, 
then, represents the discrepancy between bvo in
dependent estimates, rather than an accurate 
measure of scatter. 
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6.9.4 The standard error of estimate of the 
frequency parameters used for regional general
ization ranges from about 20 percent of the mean 
in plains regions to something like twice that 
amount in mountainous regions. To this fairly 
well-defined measure of uncertainty must be 
"added" the uncertainties inherent in the point 
PMP estimates discussed earlier. But the con
cept of standard error of estimate seems to be in
appropriate in application to PMP, which is 
largely an envelopment instead of an estimate of 
central tendency. The envelopment process en
compasses not' only variability in the basic data 
and computations but much of·the uncertainty in 
methods and judgment. 

6.9.5 Evaluation of the uncertainty in the 
methods and judgment can be made only in a 
qualitative way, based largely on the reasonable
ness of the assumptions made and on the limits 
set for elements in the precipitation process. Ad
ditional uncertainty comes, of course, from the 
probability or reasonableness of combinations of 
the influences or processes that lead to heavy rain
fall. Some of the uncertainty can be regarded as 
a random variable· (statistical error) associated 
wi.th results that do not exhibit any definite tend
ency to be either too high or too low. Other un
certainty can be recognized as a bias; i.e., a definite 
tendency to be too high or too low. 

6.9.6 On lee slopes, in small sheltered valleys, 
and on plateaus, the isolines of PMP are likely to 
be too high (par. 6.2.6), and!], method of compen
sating for some of this bias was discussed in para
graph 6.5.5. On average windward slopes there is 
believed to be no bias, and on a few unusually steep 
windward slopes the smoothed isolines of PMP 
presented herein may actually undercut the best 
estimates of PMP. For shorter durations the 
estimates are less reliable than for long dura
tions. The single set of depth-area curves (fig. 
6-6) is obviously an oversimplification and tends 
to gi.ve estimates that are too high for extremely 
rugged topography and possibly too low for rela
tively flat terrain. 



Chapter 7 

ESTIMATING PROBABLE MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION 
FOR SPECIFIC WATERSHEDS 

7.1 Introduction 
7.1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide 

generalized estimates of PMP for western United 
States for hydrologic design. The previous chap
ters discussed the precipitation process, the factors 
affecting precipitation intensities, the basic theory, 
data and methods for estimating PMP, and the 
degree of- reliability of the final results. This 
chapter is intended to provide the user of the esti
mates presented in this report with some examples 
of how the various maps and diagrams should be 
used for obtaining estimates of PMP for specific 
watersheds. 

7.2 Sand Creek Watershed (California) 
7.2.1 Sand Creek Watershed, above. the gag

ing station near Orange Cove, Calif., (36°38' N., 
119°18' vV.), is in the foothills of the Sierra 
Nevada., about 30 mi. ESE of Fresno, and covers 
an area of 32 sq. mi. in Fresno and Tulare coun
ties. For the purpose of illustration, it is assumed 
that the hydrologic characteristics of the water
shooare such that 1-hr. increments of 8-hr. PMP 
are required to determine design criteria for a 
hydraulic structure to control runoff from the 
entire watershed. 

7.2.2 The 1-, 6-, and 24-hr. PMP values are 
first obtained from the maps of figures 6-1., 6-3, 
and 6-4. These values are found to be 5.5, 11.0, 
and 17.0 in., respectively. From these values and 
the duration diagra.ms of figure 6-7, the 3- and 
8-hr. PMP are found to be 8.6 and 12.2 in., re
spectively. The 10-sq.-mi. PMP values for 1, 3, 
6, and 8 hr. are thus 5.5, 8.6, 11.0, and 12.2 in., 
respectively. The reduction factors for adjusting 
these PMP values to the size of the watershed (32 
sq. mi.) are obtained from figure 6-6, which yields 
85, 92, 94, and 95 percent for the 1-, 3-, 6-, and 8-hr. 
durations, respectively. 

7.2.3 Application of the above area-reduction 
factors to the 10-sq.-mi. PMP values yields 4.7, 
7.9, 10.4, and 11.6 in., for the 1-, 3-, 6-, and 8-hr. 
watershed P}\J:P. Plotting of these PMP values 

against their corresponding durations gives the 
probable maximum depth-duration curve for the 
Sand Creek Watershed (fig. 7-1). PMP values 
for 1 to 8 hr. as read from this curve are 4.7, 6.7, 
7.9, 8.8, 9.6, 10.4, 11.1, and 11.6 in., respectively. 
The hourly increments of PMP are thus 4.7, 2.0, 
1.2, 0.9, 0;8, 0.8, 0.7, and 0.5 in. The entire pro
cedure is summarized in table 7-1. 

7 .2.4 Runoff is a function of, among other 
things, the time distribution of rainfall. Exam
ination of many storms indicated only a slight cen
tral tendency of incremental rainfall amounts. 
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FIGURE 7-1.-Depth-duration curve of probable maximum 
precipitation for Sand Creek Watershed (Calif.). 
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TABLE 7-1.-Probable nuu»imum precipitation-Sand 
Creek lVatershed 

Duration 
(hr.) 

Area- 1-hr. 
PMP 1 PMP 2 .red. a PMP 4 PMP a incr. e 

(ln.) (ln.) factor (ln.) (ln.) (ln.) 
(%) 

1. PMP from maps of figs. 6-1, 6-3, and 6-4 
2. PMP estimated by means of fig. 6-7. · 
3. Area-reduction factors1'rom fig. &-6. 
4. PMP reduced for size of watershed (32 sq. mi.) and used for plotting 

curve of fig. 7-1. 
5. PMP as read from curve of fig. 7-1. 
6. Hourly increments of PMP computed from preceding column. 

The results were not sufficiently conclusive to de
fine a typical chronological distribution of storm 
rainfall. The most critieal distribution must be 
determined by the engineer, taking into consider
ation the rainfall and runoff characteristics of the 
problem watershed. While table 7-1 shows the 
hourly increments of the 8-hr. PMP in decreasing 
order,. the engineer should feel free to rearrange 
these Increments to obtain the most critical runoff 
values for design. The most critical rainfall dis
tributi?n mu~t be ~etermined on the basis of hy
drologiC considerations and computations outside 
the scope of this report. 

7.3 Bannock Creek Watershed (Idaho) 
... 7.3.1 Bannock Creek, near Idaho City, Idaho 

(43°48' N., 115°46' W.), is in the mountains about 
25. mi. NE of Boise. The design requirements for 
this small watershed ( 4.5 sq. mi.) are assumed to 
involve hourly increments of 4-hr. PMP. 

7 .3.2 The 1- and 6-hr. PMP values of 4 and 8 
in., respectively, are first obtained from the maps 
of figures 6-3 and 6-4. No areal adjustment of 
these 10-sq.-mi. PMP values is required since the 
area of the watershed is less than 10 sq. mi. Para
graph 4.2.8 pointed out there is usually too little 
sampling within storm centers to permit the ac
curate delineation of the depth -area relation. 
Hence, the highest value observed is generally pre
sumed to be applicable to areas as large as 10 
sq. mi. 

7.3.3 Since no area reduction is required and 
only four 1-hr. increments of PMP are needed the 

. ' constructiOn of a probable maximum depth-dura-
tion curve is hardly necessary. Itrs perhaps more 
convenient to use the duration diagram of figure 
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6-7 to obtain directly the PMP values for 2 3 
. ' ' and 4 hr. by interpolation between the 1- and 6-hr. 

values. The PMP values thus obtained for 1 2 
' ' 3, and 4 hr. are 4.0, 5.3, 6.2, and 6.9 in., respectively, 

and the hourly increments are thus 4.0, 1.3, 0.9, 
and 0.7 in. 

7.4 Willow Creek Watershed (California) 
7 .4.1· Willow Creek above the gaging station 

at the mouth, near Auberry, Calif. ( 37°9' N ., 
119°28' W.), is on the western slopes of the Sierra 
Nevada, about 30 to 40 mi. NNE of Fresno. Its 
drainage area is about 130 sq. mi. The maximum 
1-.hr. 10-sq.-mi. value is found from figure 6-3. 
The maximum point is well within the central 
6-in. isoline. Accordingly, with the l-in. isoline 
interval, the appropriate maximum point or 10-. ' sq.-mi., value is 7.0 in. Similarly, for 6 hr., the 
watershed extends well into the 14-in. center (fig. 
6-4) and, with a 2-in. isoline interval, 16 in. should 
be used for the maximum point value. For 24 hr., 
the higher portions of the watershed extend into 
the 22-in. isoline (fig. 6-1), but do not quite reach 
the 25-in. center to the north. The maximum 
10-sq.-mi. value for 24-hr. PMP. is 24 in. 

7.4.2 PMP values for whatever intermediate 
durations are required would be estimated by 
means of figure 6-7. After adjustment for the 
size of the watershed by application of area-reduc
tion factors from figure 6-6, the adjusted PMP 
values would be used to derive the probable maxi
mum depth-duration curve for the watershed. The 
curve would, in turn, be used to estimate incre
ments of PMP for whatever durations are required 
to determine design criteria. The procedure is 
similar to that described in section 7.2. 

7.5 Bear Creek Watershed (California) 
~.5.1 Bear Creek near Vermilion Valley, 

Cahf. (37°2'0' N., 118°58' W.), drains an area of 
about 54 sq. mi. in the Sierra Nevada about 65 to 
7 . ' 0 mi. NE of Fresno. The maximum 1-, 6-, and 
24-hr. PMP point values (figs. 6-1, 6-3, and 6-4) 
for the .watershed are about 7.0, 12.0, and 16.0 in., 
respectively. The relations of figures 6-6 and 6-7 
are then used to obtain the increments and area
reduction factors required. 

7.6 Lake Fork Watershed (Colorado) 
7 .6.1 Lake Fork above Sugarloaf Reservoir, 

Colo. (39°16' N., 106°24' W.), drains an area of 
about 18 sq. mi. and is located about 80 mi. WSW 
of Denver. The 1- and 6-hr. PMP values are in
dicated (figs. 6-3 and 6-4) to be 10.0 and 18.0 in. 
respectively. 



7.7 East Fork of Carson River Watershed 
(Nevada) 

7.7.1 East Fork of Carson River near Gard
nerville, Nev. (38°52' N., 119°42' W.), has a drain
age area of 344 sq. mi. This watershed lies on the 
east, or lee, side of the Sierra Nevada, and is 
about 50 to 80 mi. south of Reno, Nev. The high
est point values taken for this watershed from the 
1-, 6-, and 24-hr. PMP maps are 7.0, 12.0, and 17.0 
in., respectively. 

7.8 Crystal River Watershed (Colorado) 
7 .8.1 Crystal River near Redstone, Colo. 

(39°19' N., 117°13' W.), drains about 225 sq. mi. 
and is centered about 75 mi.- east of Grand J unc
tion. With topography as rugged as in this 
watershed, a 1-hr. PMP of 8.0 in. is just as likely 
to be correct as an interpolated value between the 
6- and 8-in. isolines of figure 6-3. There is a good 
chance that at least one point in this watershed has 
a PMP value as great as average points along the 

8-in. i&.Oline only a few miles to the east. Simi
larly, the 6- and 24-hr. PMP point values should 
be rounded off to 14.0 and 18.0 in., respectively. 

7. 9 Humboldt River Tributary Watershed 
(Nevada) 

7.9.1 At 41 °29' N. and 115°49' W., 45 mi. 
north of Elko, Nev., there is a place called North 
Fork on one of the tributaries of the Humboldt 
River. The watershed area above North Fork is 
about 40 sq. mi. The stream flows from the east 
slope of the Independence Mountains. The 1- and 
6-hr. PMP values obtained from the maps of 
figures 6-3 and 6-4 are 4.8 and 8.5 in., respectively. 
Ordinarily, values are rounded off to the closest, 
next-higher inch, which is a conservative ap
proach. However, with values as low as those 
just above, rounding off can represent an ap ... 
preciable increase, which might be undesirable in 
a location where PMP is about as low as anywhere 
in the West. 
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APPENDIX A 
.BASIC STORM-STUDY DATA 

(See paragraph 4.2.1 for definition and sources) 

Storm center Precipitation (in.) Storm center Precipitation (in.) 

Storm dates 10 sq. mi. 500 sq. mi. Storm dates 10sq. mi. 500 sq. mi. 
Lat. Long. Elev. 

~I·'"·· ~b'·l~;: 
Lat. J,ong, Elev. -----(deg.) (deg.) (ft.) (deg.) (deg.) (ft.) 

6hr. 24 hr. 6 hr. 24hr. 
------ -----------------

Colorado, KanBfU, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and TexlU 
5/2{Hj/1/9L _____________ 40.1 105.5 9200 1.7 5.6 1. 7 4.8 6/2&-27/44 ______ ---------- 49.0 102.6 2000 2. 7 5. 7 2.2 5.2 10/1Q-15f99 ______ --------- 39.4 108.1 5500 1.0 1. 8 0.9 1.7 5/9-14/47----------------- 42.8 108.8 6300 1.3 2.5 1.0 2.1 
5/1-3/0L---------------- 41.0 105.2 7200 2.1 4.3 1. 7 3.6 6/13-16/47---------------- 42.2 100.0 2700 1.8 1.9 1.1 1.2 9/2&-30/0L. _____________ 35.9 105.3 8200 3.8 6.6 2.6 5.8 6/17-18/47---------------- 41.8 103.7 4100 9.4 ------ ----- ~ ------7 /21-25/05 •..• ------------ 32.9 105.3 5700 3.9 5. 7 3.0 4.3 8/1Q-13/47 ··-·-- __________ 48.8 104.6 2000 2.9 4.4 2.2 4.0 8/H/06 •••• -------- ______ 31.3 100.8 2100 7.8 8.6 7.2 8.4 7/27-28/51.. ___ ------- ---- 42.4 103.2 '4100 6.3 ------ 3.3 ------10/18-19/08.. •. ----------- 38.5 102.8 4300 4.2 6.3 3.8 6.2 
9/3-7/09.----------------- 37.6 107.8 8900 1. 6 2.9 1.5 2.8 Washington, Oregon, and Idaho 10/H/11... ______________ 37.8 107.7 10400 3. 7 8.1 1. 7 5.3 
10/4-6/1L--------------- 39.0 107.5 9500 1.0 2.2 0.9 2.1 5/2&-30/06 ___ ------------- 45.8 118.4 1900 1.5 3.0 1.0 2. 7 
3/19-21/12~-~------------- 39.0 107.5 9500 1.1 2.6 1.0 2.5 11/18-23/09 ____ ----------- 43.6 115.7 4000 3. 7 7.2 2. 5 4.9 
6/&-12/13---- ------------- 35.9 105.1 6800 4.3 5.1 3.0 4.5 11/18-23/09 ..•• ----------- 43.6 115.8 4800 3. 5 7.2 1.2 2. 9 
4/29-5/2/14 __ ------------- 36.3 103.1 5000 5.3 9.0 4.2 8.3 7/23-26/13___---- --------- 42.6 112.5 5800 .................. 

--5~3-
2. 7 3.2 

7/19-28/15 •.••.. -- -------- 34.8 106.3 7100 4.6 5.2 4.1 4.6 2/23-25/17---------------- 43.9 114.3 8800 3.0 
--~~9- ---4~8 9/15-17/19---------------- 33. 7,. 105.2 6700 3.8 7.4 2. 7 5.4 12/1&-19/17 --------------- 45.8 121.9 1200 2. 7 5. 9 

4/14-16/2L-------------- 40.7 105.7 7500 2.2 7.3 1.7 5.6 2/28-3/3/19.-------------- 44.2 115.9 5000 ------ ------ 1.0 1.9 6/2-6/21__ ________________ 38.4 105.1 5500 10.0 12.0 5. 7 9.1 11/18-21/21.. __ -- --------- 44.4 115.9 6500 ------ ------ 1.0 2.~ 
8/17-25/21.. •... ---------- 37.5 105.2 9200 2.9 3.0 1.7 2.3 2/17-21/27---------------- 45.1 117.2 7100 -T5- ------ 1.1 2.5 
7/27-8/3/22 ___ ------------ 39.8 105.6 7500 2.2 3.3 1.6 2.4 12/23-29/31.. _____________ 44.6 .115. 5 7000 3.2 1.1 2.3 
5/27-29/25 ••••. ----------- 28.7 100.5 700 6.3 9.0 5.3 7.5 12/17-19/33.. •. ----------- 47.4 115.7 4200 2. 5 4.0 1.4 2. 6 
6/2&-29/27 ---------------- 37.5 107.2 7700 1.3 2.8 1.1 2.6 4/7-9/35___---- ----------- 43.8 114.2 8700 1.8 3. 9 

--0~9- ---2~0 9/6-10/27----------------- 37.6 107.8 8300 1.9 2.4 1.6 2.2 3/25-4/1/40--------------- 43.1 116.8 6400 ------ ------7/19-24/29.. .•. ----------- 39.2 105.3 6900 3.0 3.0 1.1 2.1 12/1-4/41__ __ ------------- 44.0 115.0 8800 2.0 5.4 1.7 3.9 7/27-8/7/29 _______ -------- 37.6 107.8 8300 1.8 2.5 1.2 2.2 1/19-23/43___ ------------- 44.2 115.7 4800 1. 5 2.8 1.3 2.5 
10/9-12/30---------------- 35.2 103.3 4100 5. 7 9.9 4.6 7.9 1/2o-23/43___ ------------- 43.8 114.0 8700 1. 7 4.4 0. 7 2.0 6/2-6/32__. _______________ 38.5 101.8 3600 6.2 6.3 3. 7 4.6 6/7-12/44 ..• -------------- 43.7 113.6 6500 1.8 4.3 1. 7 3.9 
8/25-29/32__ _____ --------- 37.8 107.7 9400 0.9 2.2 0.8 1. 9 6/2&-27 f44 ___ ---- --------- 44.2 112.2 5700 2.2 4.2 1. 7 3.3 
4/19-22/33 .••• ------------ 38.1 105.5 7900 1. 4 2.6 1.0 2.5 11/17-20/46 __________ ----- 44.2 115.2 6200 1.6 4.3 0.9 3.1 
9/9-11/33----------------- 39.5 .!.05.1 5500 3. 9 4.2 3.4 3. 7 11/18-20/46 ____ --- -------- 43.8 114.0 8100 1.4 5.0 0. 7 2.4 
5/3o-31/35__ ______ -------- 39.6 102.1 3900 20.6 22.2 7.8 9.3 9/1&-18/47 ---------------- 42.4 112.1 4600 ------ ------ 0. 7 1. 7 
9/14-18/36._ ___ ---------.- 30.5 100.1 2100 16.0 26.0 7. 7 15.8 
5/2&-30/37 ···----- -------- 34.8 103.7 5100 2.8 4.4 1.6 3. 7 Arizona, California, Nevada, and Utah 
5/3o-31/38__. ____ --------- 38.9 101.8 3400 10.0 10.0 7.1 7.1 
6/2o-23/38 ••• ____ --------- 38.9 107.0 9000 1.0 1.8 0. 7 1.3 11/25-28/05__ __ ---- ---- ·-. 34.2 112.8 4700 3.5 4.4 2.8 3.9 
7/19-25/38---------··- ----- 30.8 100.7 2800 11.5 15.9 7.0 9.3 

~~{~576r!~~~= = = == == ======= 
31.9 109.9 6000 1.0 2. 7 1. 0 2.4 

8/ao-9/4/38 ___ ------------ 40.4 105.1 5000 6.4 7.0 2.3 3.4 41.7 115.4 7900 2.0 5. 7 1.4 3.6 
8/31-9/4/38 ____ --- -------- 40.4 105.2 5200 5.8 8.5 3. 7 6.3 3/15-27/07---------.------ 39.9 121.4 5800 4.0 12.4 3.6 11.6 
6/19-20/39__ ___ ----------- 32.7 100.9 2400 18.8 ------ 8.6 ------ 1/11-16/09 ... ------ ·- ----. a9.0 120.4 5600 4.6 11.6 4.0 10.2 
5/20-25/41.. •.. ----------- 3a.1 103.2 4000 a.8 6.5 2.a 5.4 1/23-31/11__ ______________ 39.9 121.4 4700 a.2 7.a 2.1 5.6 9/18-23'41.. ______________ 37.7 108.0 .. 9200 1.9 a.o 1.4 2.8 12/29/13-1/a/14_-- -------- a9. 9 121.4 5200 6.5 14.0 5.6 12.2 
9/2o-23/4L. _____ --- ------ a2.2 104.7 5100 10.1 12.1 4.4 6.9 2/17-22/14 •.• ----------.-- 34.a 118.1 a900 6. 9 9.8 4.a 8.0 
4/17-21/42.. ••. ----------- a6.9 103.0 4300 a.o 4.3 1.2 a.4 12/17-24/14--------------- aa.4 110.8 4500 2.2 a.1 1.2 2.6 
5/4-9/43 .•... ------------- 40.4 106.7 9700 1.0 1. 8 0.8 1.5 1/23-2/2/15..------------. 41.2 122.0 4200 a. 5 11.9 2.8 8.6 
6i1-a/43 _____ ------------- a9.6 107.a 5900 I. a 2.2 1.0 2.0 5/9-11/15__ __ ------------. a9.8 121.a 4500 2.4 6.8 1.7 5.2 
5/30/48 _______ --- .. -------- 40.6 105.1 5000 7.8 ............... .,. ------ ------ 1/1-4/16.._ ------------.-. a9.8 121.6 2200 2.8 10.4 1.9 7.1 
6/23--24/48 _____ ------ ----- 29.4 100.6 1100 1a.2 26.2 8.8 20.2 1/14-19/16 ___ ------------. 34.2 117.a 5700 6.a 17.6 a.9 11.2 
6/12-14/49 ••• ___ ---- ------ 40.0 104.8 5000 8.5 9.1 2/19-24/aL_ -------.----- 40.6 111.6 8700 1. 7 a. a 0.6 1.6 6/23-28/54__ __________ ---- 30.2 101.6 1700 16.0 26.7 8.4 20.5 2/11-l6/a7 ---------------- 34.2 117.0 6800 a.2 7.8 2.a 5. 7 

9/4-7/a9 ___ -c -- ·--- ·-- ---· 34.7 11a.6 2100 
--5~7- ------ a.2 6.0 

Wyoming, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, and NebrlUka 12/9-12/a7 ---------------- 38.8 122.7 3000 14.8 4.a 11.5 
12/9-12/a7 ---------------- a7.6 119.5 9000 5.8 12.6 4.2 10.6 

6/29-7/1/98 •. ------------- 47.0 111.6 . 5200 1.2 2.6 1.1 2.5 2/2&-a/4/as__-- ----------- 34.2 117.2 5200 9.2 18.0 5.5 12.9 
4/22-24/00---------------- 45.8 110.0 4100 1.5 a.8 I. a a.!2 2/27-a/4/38 .. -- ------. ·- -- a7.6 115.2 4100 2.8 --3:8- 2.6 ------
5/11-13/00---------------- 46.6 111.7 3500 2.5 a.8 1. 6 3 .• ~ 2/28-3/5/38 .. ------------- a7.4 112.5 7000 1. 5 1.4 a.6 
5/19-20/02---------------- 48.5 112.8 4500 1. 2 a.o 1.2 2.1> 2/24-29/40 ... ------------- a9. 5 121.4 4500 5.0 11.0 4.0 9.2 
6/2-5/04------------------ 44.5 10a.8 a900 1. 7 4.2 J.a a.i a/11-17 /41 _____ -- --------- aa.4 110.8 4500 1.5 a. a 0.9 2.4 
6/6-8/06 _____ ------------- 48.1 109.6 5400 6.0 10.2 4.0 7.8 5/11-14/41__. _____________ 39.5 121.0 4600 1.5 3. 6 1.2 2.9 
6/12-1a/07 ---------------- 44.6 103.a a600 6.6 ------ 5.0 ------ 11/14-18/42 ____ ---- ------- a9.0 120.5 4000 2.8 8.8 2.a 7.5 
6/21-23/07---------------- 47.8 112.2 3800 2.4 5. 7' 1.8 4.11 1/19-24/43...------------- 34.2 118.0 2800 7. 7 24.8 5.1 16.0 
613-6/08.----------------- 47.2 111.1 4800 1.9 6.5 1.7 .. 

1/19-24/43___ ------------- a7.6 119.4 9500 5.6 16.2 4.2 11.6 
6/7-8/10 ••••. ------------- 46.6 109.a 5100 2. 7 5.8 2.4 5.1 5/a1-6/5/43.. ----.-------- 40.6 111.6 8700 1.6 a.1 0. 9 2.1 
9/a-6/1L.-------- ------- 48.9 111.6 4400 1. 9 a. 7 1.5 a. a 1/14-20/16 ___ ------------- aa.9 11I.a 2400 1.6 2. 7 I. a 2.a 
4/11-14/12._ _____ --- ------ 47.8 103.5 2200 0.8 2.4 0.8 2.1 1/24-29/16...------------- 33.1 116.7 3000 3. 9 10.1 2. 5 7.1 
6/12-14/14---------------- 48.4 107.9 2300 2.8 a.6 2.6 a.4 1/25-30/16___.---------.-- 34.1 112.2 2000 1.9 4.0 1. a a.1 6/25-28/14.. ______________ 46.5 100.a 2000 7. 7 8.5 5.6 7.4 2/2o-25/17 ---------------- a7.6 119.6 7800 ------ ............... 2.2 6.8 
6/1-5/15 ____ -------------- 47.0 111.7 5200 1.3 3.6 1.0 a.o 12/17-27/21--------------- a4.2 118.1 2300 5.6 15.6 a.8 10.6 
6/19-22/16---------------- 47.5 111.7 3400 2. 5 6.2 2. i. 5.4 

!~$~~~================= 
41.8 115.4 10200 2.1 4.a 1.1 2.4 

7 /14-15/18__ ___ --------- -- 46.8 109.2 5000 2.0 4.4 1.5 a.6 33.a 116.9 2700 2.2 5.4 1. 6 4. 7 
9/27-28/19---------------- 48.6 11a.o 4400 1.5 3.0 1.1 2. 7 34.2 118.0 2800 5.4 11.9 2.1 7.0 
5/9-12/20----------------- 44.6 103.4 2800 4.0 5.2 1.5 4.2 4/5-10/26 _____ ------------ a4.0 111.8 a300 a.2 4.0 2.2 a. 7 6/17-21/21._ ______________ 47.a 105.6 2600 10.5 1a.a 7.9 12.0 2/1Q-22/27 ----- __ ------·-· a4.0 116.8 7200 5.8 14.1 ------ ------
6/1&-21/23------ ---------- 48.0 108.7 a500 2.0 a. a 1.7 a.1 2/1Q-22/27 ------ ____ ------ 34.a 111.4 4600 2.0 4.a 

--3~7- ---8:9 7/22-26/23---------------- 44.8 106.9 a7oo a.8 4.4 a.o a.4 12/8-1af29 ___ ------------- 41.1 122.2 3000 5.a 11.2 
9/27-10/1123.------------- 4a.9 105.8 5100 6.0 9. 5 4.a 7. 7 11/12-17/ao _____ ---------- 41.7 115.4 8600 2.1 5.6 1.2 a.l 
5/5-9/27 ----·---- --------- 4a.8 101.2 2300 a. 7 4.9 a.2 4.4 12/29-1/1/34 ______ -------- a4.2 118.0 2800 6.0 14.7 a.8 11.6 
7/5-8/28 ______ ------------ 48.3 101.8 2100 4.2 6.9 a. 7 6.4 2/1-3/a6 ___ --------------- 40.6 111.6 8700 1.7 2, 9 0.9 1.8 
5/25-30/29---------------- 47.0 .10a.8 2700 1.9 3.8 1.6 a.5 6/1o-1a/4a _______ --------· 41.7 115.4 8000 -·5:8- -14:6- 1.2 I. a 
6/&-7/29--------------- --- 47.0 104.0 2800 3.0 4.9 2. 5 4.6 1/3o-2/a/45 __ ------------- a7.6 119.5 9100 4.2 11.4 
3/15-19/aL .•. -------- --- 44.2 110.9 6800 ------ ------ 1.2 2.1 10/27-29/46 ____ ----------- a7.4 114.1- 2100 a.o 7. 5 2.1 5.5 
9/11-12/33__ ___ ---- ------- ~.1 101.2 2800 a. 5 5.6 2.4 4. 7 11/18-20/46 ____ ----------- a6. 6 118.6 9900 a. 7 9.a ------ ------
6/1t-1a/37 ---------------- 47.5 105.6 2400 2. 5 4. 5 2.0 4.2 6/4-5/47------------------ 40.5 122.2 700 a.o a.5 --o:8- ---1:6 5/17-20/38---------------- 45.8 110.0 4100 2.a 4.2 2.0 a. 7 6/8-12/47----------------- 41.2 111.9 4800 0. 9 1. 8 
9/6-8/41.. ______ . --------- 45.4 107.9 a600 1.8 a. 5 1.4 3.2 10/1Q-15/47 -------- ___ ---- 34.a 110.2 6500 2.4 4.1 2.0 a.6 
a;1a-17/4a _____ ----------- 48.9 104.4 2200 0.8 2.4 0.6 1.6 ll/1a-21/50 ..•. ----------- a6.5 118.5 9500 5.5 16.3 a.9 12.9 
6/2-5/44-----------"------ 44.9 104.2 asoo 2.1 a.8 1.4 a. 5 8/19-20/54...------------- aa.4 111.4 2600 5.0 5.a 4.0 4.1 
6/14-18/44---------------- 47.4 108.2 2700 4.0 4.4 a.6 4.0 
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APPENDIX B 

GLOSSARY 

adiabatic-Applies to changes of air temperature 
resulting only from compression or expansion 
accompanying an increase or decrease of at
mospheric pressure. 

annual series-A series made up of the annual 
maximum events for a particular duration. 
For example, the annual maximum daily 
rainfall is the largest of the 365 observations 
of daily rainfall. 

anticyclone (or High)-An area· of relatively 
high atinospheric pressure with closed iso
bars, the pressure gradient being directed 
from the center so that the wind blows spi
rally outward in a clockwise direction in the 
Northern Hemisphere. 

bucket survey-A popular colloquial name given 
to surveys by meteorologists and engineers 
for supplementing official rain-gage data on 
severe storms. So named because many of the 
measurements obtained by the survey crews 
are of rainfall caught in exposed buckets. 

cold front-The line of discontinuity at the 
earth's surface, or a horizontal plane aloft, 
where the forward edge of an advancing cur
rent of cold air is displacing a warmer air 
mass. 

condensation-The process by which vapor be
comes a liquid or a solid. 

condensation level-Properly, the lifting conden
sation level; i.e., the level at which air be
comes saturated when lifted adiabatically. 

condensation nuclei-Particles upon which con
densation of water begins in the free atmos
phere. 

condensation temperature-The temperature at 
which saturation would be reached if the air 
were cooled adiabatically without the re
moval or addition of moisture. Assuming 
the presence of sufficient condensation nuclei, 
condensation in the air will begin at this tem
perature. 

conduction-The transfer of heat within and 
through a substance by means of internal 
molecular activity without any motion of the 
substance. 

convection-The process whereby a circulation is 
created and maintained within a layer of the 
atmosphere, due either to surface heating of 
the bottom of the layer or to cooling at its 
top, and consisting in the sinking of rela
tively heavy air and forcing up of relatively 
light air. 

convective condensation level-The level to which 
air, if heated sufficiently from below, will 
adiabatically rise before it becomes saturated. 

convective instability-The condition of an unsat
urated layer of air having a stratification of 
moisture such that, upon being lifted, the 
lower part of the layer becomes saturated 
first, and hence cools thereafter at a slower 
rate than does the upper, drier portion, until 
the lapse rate become equal to the pseudoadia
batic, and any further lifting results in insta
bility. 

convective thunderstorms-Thunderstorms caused 
by the adiabatic cooling of moist air which 
rises by reason · of the vertical thermal or 
convective instability of the atmosphere. 

convergen.ce-A net horizontal inflow of air into 
a given space. The resulting accumulation of 
mass is limited by vertical motion. Hence, 
if there is convergen~ flow at the ground, there 
must be an upward vertical motion. If there 
is horizontal convergence in any upper layer, 
there must be upward and/or downward 
motion. 

correlation coefficient-A number, between the 
limiting values of + 1 and -1, which ex
presses the degree of linear relationship be
tween two variables. A value near zero 
indicates very little relationship. 

cyclone (or Low )-A circular or nearly circular 
area of relatively low atmospheric pressure 
with closed isobars, the pressure gradient be
ing directed toward the center so that the 
wind blows spirally inward in a counterclock
wise direction in the Northern Hemisphere. 

dewpoint-The temperature to which air must be 
cooled, at constant pressure and constant 
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water-vapor content, in order for saturation 
to occur. 

dry adiabatic lapse rate-The rate at which dry 
air warms or cools during adiabatic descent 
and ascent, respectively; i.e., about 5.4 F 0 

per 1,000 ft. 
extratropical cyclone, Low, or storm-A low-pres

sure area of middle and higher latitudes born 
of the conflict in the middle latitudes between 
southward-flowing polar air and northward
moving tropical air. 

front-The line of intersection of a frontal sur
face with a more or less horizontal surface; 
e.g., the earth's surface. 

frontal surface-The surface of separation be
tween two different and adjacent air masses. 

frontal zone-The region of transition between 
two air masses. 

general circulation-The average or: prevailing 
large-scale movements of the atmosphere as 
represented by the yearly means of long rec
ords of surface and upper-air wind velocities, 
which fit into the average annual pressure 
patterns. 

gradient-The rate of decrease in the value of any 
quantity with distance in any given direction. 

Gumbel method-A method of analyzing extreme 
values applied to hydrologic data by Gumbel. 
The probability of occurrence of a value in the 
annual series equal to or less than w is given 
by F(w) =exp( -e-Y), where y=a(w-u). 
For a long record, a and u may be estimated 
by 1/a=0.779697s and u=w-0.45005s, w being 
the sample mean and s, the standard devia
tion. 

Gumbel paper-Special probability paper con
structed for the analysis of extreme values. 
If the data plot close to a straight line, the 
Gumbel theoretical solution is considered 
applicable. 

heat of condensation (or of vaporization)-The 
amount of heat given up by a unit mass of a 
substance when passing from the vapor to the 
liquid state; or, the amount of heat absorbed 
by a unit mass of a substance when passing 
from the liquid to too vapor state; both at 
constant temperature. 

heat of fusion (or of freezing)-The amount of 
heat required to convert a unit mass of a solid 
to its liquid state, at constant temperature; or, 
the amount of heat given up by a unit mass of 
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a liquid to the solid state, at constant 
temperature. 

High (or high pressure area)-(See "anticy
clone"). 

hurricane-A cyclone, or Low, of tropical origin 
with winds exceeding 74 m .. p.h. 

insolation-Solar radiation received, as by the 
earth. 

instability-A state in which the vertical distribu
tion of temperature is such that a particle, if 
given either an upward or downward impulse, 
will tend to move away with increasing speed 
from its original level. 

isobar-A line connecting points.having the sa.me 
barometric pressure. 

isoline-A line connecting points having the same 
value of a given element. 

isotherm-A line connecting points having the 
same temperature. 

jet (or jet strea:m)-A relatively narrow high
speed wind current found at high altitudes. 

lapse (or lapse rate)-The rate of change of any 
meteorological element with height in the free 
atmosphere, but usually referring to tempera~ 
ture. 

latent heat-The heat absorbed by a substance, 
without change in temperature, while passing 
from a liquid to a vapor state, or from a solid 
to a liquid, and released in the reverse change 
of state. 

lifting condensation level- (See "condensation 
level"). 

Low (or low pressure area)-(See "cyclone"). 
mean (or average)-The sum of a set of individ

ual values of any quantity divided by the 
number of values in the set. 

median-The value of the middle term of a series 
if the number of terms is odd, or the average 
of the two middle terms if the number of 
terms is even. 

millibar-A subunit of pressure equal to a force 
of 1000 dynes/cm.2

• 

(A dyne is a unit of force which, acting upon 
a free mass of 1 gm., would impart to it an 
acceleration of 1 cm./sec.2

). The mean sea 
level pressure for the standard atmosphere is 
1013mb. 

moisture charge (or moisture supply)-The 
water-vapor content of a column or layer of 
a1r. 

occlusion-The overtaking of the warm front by 



the cold front in a low-pressure system and 
the resultant front. 

orographic precipitation-Precipitation resulting 
when moist air is forced to rise by mountain 
ranges or other land formations lying across 
the path of the wind. 

polar continental air-An air mass :formed in the 
northern regions of North America and char
acterized by: (1) relatively low surface tem
pera.ture, (2) stability in the lower layers, (3) 
low moisture content, and ( 4) shallow vertical 
extent. 

polar maritime air-An air mass originating over 
polar seas which, while moving equatorward 
over warmer waters, undergoes increasing 
tmnperature, moisture content, and instability. 

precipitable water-The total amount of water 
vapor in a layer of air expressed in tern1s of 
the depth of liquid water if all the vapor were 
liquefied. The term is a misnomer since no 
natural process removes all moisture from 
any layer of air. 

precipitation-A general term for all forms of 
falling moisture, liquid or solid. In hy
drology, precipitation refers only to that 
moisture actually reaching the ground. 

precipitation area-A region over which precipi
tation is falling or has fallen. 

probable maximum preeipitation-The highest 
rainfall intensity meteorologically possible 
for ~given duration over a spec.ific area. 

pseudoadiabatic lapse rate-The rate at which 
saturated air cools during adiabatic ascent if 
its moist1lre is precipitated immediately upon 
condensation. 

quasi-stationary-Almost or appearing stationary 
(applied to fronts). 

radiation-The process by which energy is trans
ferred through space or through a material 
medium from one place to another in the 
form of electromagnetic waves. 

radicsonde-A balloon-carried instrument w~th 
elements for determining the pressure, tem
perature, and relative humidity of the upper 
air, and with radio units for automatically 
transmitting the measurements to ground 
stations. 

reduced variate-A mathematical function of the 
return period, corrected for length of record. 

relative humidity-'lne ratio of the amount of 
water vapor in a given space to the amount 
which that volume would contain if it were in 
a state of saturation. 

return period-The average number of years 
within which the magnitude of a given event 
will be equaled or exceeded. 

ridge (of high pressure)-An elongated extension 
of a high-pressure center. 

saturation-The condition in which the pressure 
exerted by water vapor is equal to the maxi
mum vapor pressure possible at the prevailing 
temperature. 

solar radiation-Radiation received directly from 
the sun. 

spill-over-Precipitation formed over the wind
ward side of a mountain range but falling to 
the ground on the lee side. 

standard deviation-A measure of the extent of 
the dispersion of the values of a series about 
their average value. It is computed by tak
ing the square root of the arithmetic mean of 
the squares of all the individual deviat.ions 
from the arithmetic mean of the group. 

standard error of estimate (or standard error)
The error that would be exceeded about one
third of the time. 

surface tension-A phenomenon peculiar to the 
surface of liquids, in which the surface mole
cules seem to have a greater cohesion for one 
another than do the molecules in the body of 
the liquid, so that the surface acts like a 
stretched elastic film. 

synoptic-Designating or pertaining to the branch 
of meteorology which deals with the analysis 
of observations taken at various points in a 
relatively large region at or near the same 
time. 

thermal Low-A low-pressure center resulting 
from pronounced heating of the soil surface. 

tropical continental air-An air mass originating 
over a land area in low latitudes and char
acterized by extreme dryness and warmth and 
insta hili ty. 

tropical cyclone-A nearly circular, relatively in
tense, low-pressure area of tropical origin 
having closed isobars. (See "hurricane"). 

tropical disturbance-A relatively weak low-pres
sure area of tropical origin. 

tropical maritime air-An air mass which origi
nates over the relatively warm tropical seas 
and is therefore warm and moist. 

trough (of low pressure )-An elongated extension 
of relatively low pressure extending from a 
Low center. 
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vapor pressure-The partial pressure of the water 
vapor in the atmosphere. 

w&.rm f~ont-The line ·of discontinuity along the 
earth's surface, or a horizontal plane aloft, 
where the forward edge of an advancing cur-

rent of relatively warm air is replacing a re
treating colder air mass. 

wave-A propagated disturbance in the form of a 
localized deformation of a front. 
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